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Etched-inductance bandpass filters and filter-preamps for 50 and 144 MHz
DELTA, TOO
A NEW POWERHOUSE JOINS ETO's SERIES SEVENTY

DELTA SEVENTY
The DELTA SEVENTY is specifically designed for the serious amateur who demands uncompromising, full-bore, legal-limit ham band performance.

- FINEST AIR-COOLED TUBE AVAILABLE... EIMAC's rugged ceramic-metal 3CX1000A7 with 1500 watt dissipation rating... 100% reserve!
- EXTRA-HEAVY-DUTY HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLY built in... Siletron®-powered, it easily handles continuous duty at full power, any mode.
- FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MODERN TRANSCIEVERS and exciters... vacuum relays for fast, silent VOX and true break-in CW.
- "BATTLESHIP" CONSTRUCTION... insuring countless years of ownership pride and powerhouse performance.

DELTA SEVENTY
(model PD70), $1295. The incomparable ALPHA SEVENTY with exclusive vapor phase cooling, vacuum tuning, continuous h-f coverage. THE ULTIMATE for commercial and amateur service (model PA70-V), $1775.

Write for full technical details or see your dealer now.

EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, INC.
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA 33512 • (904) 796-8400
IF YOU'VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you’ll find a couple of Sentry crystals.

Repeater owners and FM “old-timers” don’t take chances with frequency—they can’t afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial “pros” a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That’s one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you’re ready to use it. FM’ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

“Ask the Hams and Pros Who Build Repeaters!”

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018

PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425
DRAKE FINEST 4 LINE

R-4B Receiver
- Permeability-tuned VFO reads to 1 kHz
- Crystals cover all of 80, 40, 20, 15 mtrs.
- Ten 500 kHz accessory ranges (15-30 MHz)
- Four bandwidths
- Pass band tuning
- Noise Blanker on CW-SSB
- AM, Notch Filter, Xtal Cal

TR-4XB Transmitter
Frequency coverage and VFO similar to R-4B • USB/LSB • Semi break-in CW • Controlled Carrier AM • VOX or PTT • Adjustable Pi-Net • Xmit AGC, no flat topping
- 200 watts • 8 pole SB Filters

Matching Networks
- Integral Wattmeter: fwd pwr in watts and VSWR direct • Can read refl pwr • Matches xmit to ant VSWR 5:1
- MN-4 200 watts $ 98.00
- MN-2000 2000 watts PEP $195.00

L-4B Linear Amplifier
- 2000W PEP-SSB, 1000W AM, CW, RTTY • Class B band
- Grid • Black Band Tuned Input • RF Neg Feedback • Xmit AGC • Directional Wattmeter • Taut-band Meters • Plate Current Meter
- Meets FCC reg • Quiet hi-volume blower

Matching Speaker MS-4
5"x7" speaker, space for power supply $22.00

T-4R & T-6
- BOTH have Linear VFO, 1 kHz acc.
- 300W PEP-SSB, Semi Break-in CW with Sidetone, VOX or PTT, Adjustable Pi-Net, Plate and AGC Mtrs, built-in noise blanker.
- TR-4 covers 10-80 meters
- USB/LSB, CW, AM
- TR-6 carries 6M plus MARS with 9 xtal (2 turn), USB-CW-AM.

RECEIVERS: Sensitivity for 10 dB
- TR-4 .5 µv, TR-6 .1 µv (FTT front end)
- TR-4: 2 kHz @ 6 db, TR-4 3 kHz @ 60 db, BOTH have diode & prod detectors, 5-meter.

RV-4 & RV-6 REMOTE VFO's
- Permit cvg, xmt, or rxcv, on separate freq in same range as transceiver
- RV-4 OR RV-6 $110.00

RF Wattmeters
- 2 watt, 2000W PEP $199.00
- MN-2000 2000 watts PEP $195.00

For Receivers
- FET, Lo Noise, Uniform Gain, Low Spurious Response
- 6 meters -SC-6 $131.00
- 2 meters -SC-2 $76.00
- Power Supply CPS-1 $187.75
- VHF Xtal Cal SCC-1 $26.85
- Console -CC-1 $26.85

Cardioid Mike
60-8000 Hz, ceramic, Hi-Z, highly directional, plug ...
- Model 729-SD $17.00

TR-44B Communications Station
- Consists of R-4B and T-4B in same cabinet
- Less power supply and crystals $875.00

DRAKE SIDE_BAND TRANSCEIVERS

TR-4 & TR-6
- BOTH have Linear VFO, 1 kHz acc.
- 300W PEP-SSB, Semi Break-in CW with Sidetone
- VOX or PTT, Adjustable Pi-Net, Plate and AGC Mtrs, built-in noise blanker.
- TR-4 covers 10-80 meters
- USB/LSB, CW, AM
- TR-6 covers 6M plus MARS with 9 xtal (2 turn), USB-CW-AM.

RECEIVERS: Sensitivity for 10 dB
- TR-4 .5 µv, TR-6 .1 µv (FTT front end)
- TR-4: 2 kHz @ 6 db, TR-4 3 kHz @ 60 db, BOTH have diode & prod detectors, 5-meter.

RF Wattmeters
- 2 watt, 2000W PEP $199.00
- MN-2000 2000 watts PEP $195.00

For Receivers
- FET, Lo Noise, Uniform Gain, Low Spurious Response
- 6 meters -SC-6 $131.00
- 2 meters -SC-2 $76.00
- Power Supply CPS-1 $187.75
- VHF Xtal Cal SCC-1 $26.85
- Console -CC-1 $26.85

Cardioid Mike
60-8000 Hz, ceramic, Hi-Z, highly directional, plug ...
- Model 729-SD $17.00

TR-44B Communications Station
- Consists of R-4B and T-4B in same cabinet
- Less power supply and crystals $875.00

DRAKE 4 LINE ACCESSORIES

Matching Networks
- Integral Wattmeter: fwd pwr in watts
- and VSWR direct • Can read refl pwr
- Matches xmit to ant VSWR 5:1
- MN-4 200 watts $ 98.00
- MN-2000 2000 watts PEP $195.00

RF Wattmeters
- 2 watt, 2000W PEP $199.00
- MN-2000 2000 watts PEP $195.00

Matching Speaker MS-4
5"x7" speaker, space for power supply $22.00

Cardioid Mike
60-8000 Hz, ceramic, Hi-Z, highly directional, plug ...
- Model 729-SD $17.00

TR-44B Communications Station
- Consists of R-4B and T-4B in same cabinet
- Less power supply and crystals $875.00

DRAKE 2 and 6 Meter CONVERTERS

Transmitting Converters
- TC-2 • Entire 2-meter band • 180 watt input
- TC-6 • All of 6-meter band • 300 watt input

For Receivers
- FET, Low Noise, Uniform Gain, Low Spurious Response
- 6 meters -SC-6 $131.00
- 2 meters -SC-2 $76.00
- Power Supply CPS-1 $187.75
- VHF Xtal Cal SCC-1 $26.85
- Console -CC-1 $26.85

Spr-Programmable Receiver
- All solid state • 1 kHz acc.
- 3 bandwidths • SSB-AM-CW
- 30 MHz (10 turns turn, others $5 ea.)
- 12 VDC/120 VAC
- Access avail: Calib, Noise Blanker, Notch.

Amateur Net $475.00

Amateur Net $825.00 incl. sep. sol-st. Power Supply

Amateur Net $255.00

Amateur Net $164.00

Amateur Net $498.55

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY • 540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

Available at your local distributor.
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As I mentioned in this column several months ago, microminiaturization is forcing inductors out of electronic circuitry. The sad fact of the matter is that it is virtually impossible to compress the inductor. Current inductance designs are much too large to fit into the rest of the circuit, and if the inductor is shrunk too much, performance rapidly deteriorates. Several ingenious substitutes have turned up to replace this bulky component: surface-wave devices (discussed in the September, 1970 issue of *Ham Radio*), active filters, integrated-circuit phase-locked loops, capacitor-loaded gyrators and etched-circuit inductors.

**etched inductors**

Although the etched-circuit inductor is still much too large for many applications, it results in considerable space saving, and unlike some of the other inductor substitutes, etched inductors can be easily built in the amateur workshop. One excellent application of etched inductors is discussed by W5KHT in his article on 6- and 2-meter bandpass filters and preamplifiers in this issue. Since writing the article, Bob has come up with a similar design for 220 MHz, as well as a completely etched-circuit two-meter converter that includes printed-circuit inductors. If there is sufficient reader interest in the etched-inductor two-meter converter, we will publish full details in an early issue.

Although printed-circuit spiral-shaped inductors are not new, they have seen limited use, even in commercial and military equipment. However, now that the ice has been broken, I suspect we will be seeing more and more of these inductors in amateur-built equipment.

The inductance of an etched inductor depends upon surface area of the spiral, conductor width, length of the spiral and number of turns. Since it's a rather complex calculation, the best bet is cut and try. One of the best materials for experimenting with etched inductors is the adhesive-backed copper-foil strip available from Cir-Kit. This material can be easily arranged into the square spiral, increasing the number of turns to increase inductance. Once you have arrived at the proper number of turns for your application, you may translate the design to a printed-circuit board if you want.

**other techniques**

The gyrorator is a directional phase changer in which phase changes in opposite directions differ by 180 degrees. When loaded with a capacitor it has all the electrical characteristics of an inductor. Present integrated-circuit gyrators simulate inductance over the frequency range from dc to 20 kHz with stable Qs up to 1800. However, experimental designs at Bell Labs have provided adequate temperature stability and Q up to 100 MHz.

More work needs to be done before practical high-frequency gyrators are a reality, but research has been slowed by the high success of active filters that use low-cost IC operational amplifiers. Integrated-circuit phase-locked loops are also being used for miniature resonant circuits, as are surface-wave devices and micro-crystal filters. At this point in time it is difficult to guess which technique will provide the tuned circuits for the miniature communications equipment of the future, but lab work in the next decade probably toll the end of the inductor as we know it today.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY editor
In fact, we defy you to find a better value for your equipment dollar. The R-599, pictured above, boasts features, specifications and styling you won't find in any other receiver. So, whichever is more important — quality or price — the Kenwood R-599 wins hands down. Look at these features ... they're standard!  

1. **MODE** — Permits reception of CW, LSB, USB, AM, AM with noise limiter, or FM.  
2. **FUNCTION** — Selects receiver position between: Standby, Monitor signal from T-599, Slow AGC, Fast AGC, 100 KHz or 25 KHz calibrator.  
3. **DIAL** — 1/2 KHz readout, 25 KHz on subdial.  
4. **PRESELECTOR** — Adjusts R-599 for maximum gain on desired receiving frequency by tuning for maximum s-meter reading.  
5. **BAND** — 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters (2 & 6 meters with accessory converters).  
6. **RIT** — Allows off-set tuning of receiver when Kenwood units are operated in transceive configuration.  
7. **SQUELCH** — Allows squelch feature for receiver, turns RIT off by pulling knob out.  
8. **VFO SELECT** — Chooses VFO of either unit in transceive operation or allows each VFO to operate independently.  
9. **SELECTIVITY** — Automatically selects appropriate filter for selected mode or choose 2.5 KHz filter for LSB and USB, 500 Hz filter for CW, 5 KHz filter for AM (and AM with noise limiter), and 25 KHz filter for FM.

The S-599 speaker $14.50 • CC-29 2 meter converter $29.50 • CC-69 6 meter converter $29.50. 

The Kenwood T-599 hybrid transmitter, the perfect match, offers the same degree of perfection ... SSB, AM and CW, all amateur bands 3.5 MHz to 29.7 MHz. Only $345.00.

**ORDER YOURS TODAY... FROM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address 1</th>
<th>Address 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HENRY RADIO</td>
<td>11240 W. Olympic Blvd. • Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 • (213) 477-6701</td>
<td>Butler 1, Missouri 64730 • (816) 679-3127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY</td>
<td>4828 S. Fond du Lac Avenue • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 • (414) 442-4200</td>
<td>931 N. Euclid • Anaheim, Calif. 92801 • (714) 772-9200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMATEUR RADIO CENTER</td>
<td>2805 N. E. Second Avenue • Miami, Florida 33137 • (305) 374-4101</td>
<td>AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>1118 S. Staples • Corpus Christi, Texas 78404 • (512) 883-5103</td>
<td>HARTFORD W. GORDON COMPANY • Woodchuck Hill Road • Harvard, Massachusetts 01451 • (617) 456-3548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON • Rte. 110 at Smith • Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 • (516) 293-7990 • 8 Barclay St. • New York City • BBarclay 7-7922 • 139-20 Hillside • Jamaica, N.Y. • RE 9-4101</td>
<td>JOHN RICHARDT, W2WIY • Rte. 46 P.O. Box 154 • Great Meadows, N.J. 07838 • (201) 637-4107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
etched-inductance bandpass filters and filter-preamplifiers for 50 and 144 MHz

Although etched-circuit inductances have been around for over 40 years, very little has appeared in amateur radio publications. In 1929, Charles Ryder, an Australian, was granted a patent¹ that covered the earliest known application of an inductance, “applied by printing, gold blocking, painting, metal spraying or electro-deposition to the surface of a dielectric base.”

In a sense, the Ryder invention was the forerunner of all modern-day printed-circuit devices, but more particularly, the thin-film etched inductances used in microwave integrated circuits. As a mass-production technique, etched inductances are about the neatest thing to come down the electronics pike since the transistor.

In the August, 1970 issue of ham radio I described an interdigital preamplifier² that married a grounded-gate fet preamplifier to a pair of comb-line filters. The resulting system produced a narrow-passband preamplifier that reduced overload and cross-modulation problems in high performance low-noise vhf converters.

After putting together a number of these units, it became apparent that although the completed devices were electrically adequate, any mass production for commercial use was unlikely because too much hand labor was required in their construction and alignment. The search was on for a mass-production technique that would provide the same performance as the costly hand-built strip-line unit. The etched-circuit Interdigital Series Bandpass Filters and Interdigital Preamplifiers described in this article are a result of that search.

Bob Cooper, W5KHT

1 Ryder, Charles, AU-1929-370

2 Cooper, Bob, AU-1970-94
bandpass filter circuit
The circuit shown in fig. 1 was developed to satisfy the requirement for a bandpass filter which could be placed ahead of one or more grounded-gate fet amplifiers. This circuit* is a variation of the three-element T-section bandpass filter. The circuit was developed specifically for the etched-circuit inductance system, and interestingly enough, it al-

fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the interdigital series bandpass filter. Component values for 50 and 144 MHz are given in tables 1 and 2.

table 1. Parts list for the 50-MHz interdigital bandpass filters.
C1, C3, C4, C6 6.0 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitors
C2, C5 4-40 pF midget trimmers (Elmenco-Arco type 422)
L1, L3, L4, L6 etched inductances on printed-circuit board (fig. 3)
L2, L5 15 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form, with last two turns (ground side) separated from balance of coil by one turn width
CX 2½ inches RG-58/U coaxial cable, with braid twisted into pigtails so that total length of inner dielectric is 1-3/4 inches; pigtails are 1/2-inch long

50-MHz etched-inductance bandpass filter.

table 2. Parts list for the 144-MHz interdigital bandpass filters.
C1, C3, C4, C6 2.2 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitors
C2, C5 4-40 pF midget trimmers (Elmenco-Arco type 422)
L1, L3, L4, L6 etched inductances on printed-circuit board (fig. 4)
L2, L5 5 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form with 0.2 inch standoff pigtails
CX 2-1/2 inches RG-58/U coaxial cable, with braid twisted into pigtails so that total length of inner dielectric is 1-3/4 inches long; pigtails are 1/2-inch long.

most is impossible to make it work without etched inductors.

In the circuit shown in fig. 1, two mirror-image three-section capacitively-tuned T-section filters are cascaded through a short length of coaxial cable. By careful selection of L3, L6, C1, C3, C4 and C6, the bandpass window can be

*The information presented here covers relatively narrow bandpass devices suitable for amateur applications. Etched-inductance interdigital bandpass filters and etched-inductance interdigital preamplifiers are the subject of patent applications filed by the author. Amateur construction of the units shown here for personal use will not violate the validity claims of the pending patents.
varied from as narrow as 250 kHz at 50 MHz to as wide as 10 MHz at 200 MHz (or as narrow as 1.0 MHz at 200 MHz to as wide as 10 MHz at 50 MHz). Insertion losses are as low as 0.75 dB at either frequency.

In addition, the filter can be tuned so that it has very steep skirts on just one side (fig. 2A), or steep skirts on both sides (fig. 2B). Once the components have been selected, total alignment time with a sweep generator is about 5 minutes. If you don’t have a sweep generator and marker oscillator, the unit can be aligned with nothing more exotic than a signal source and a receiver S-meter — in just about the same amount of time.

Fig. 2. Bandpass characteristics of the 144-MHz etched-inductance bandpass filter. Filter may be adjusted for steep skirts on one side (A) or both sides (B).

Table 3. Component values for narrow-band versions of the bandpass filters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Component Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>C1, C3, C4, C6 4.5 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2, L5 16 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form, separating two turns from balance of coil by one turn width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144 MHz</td>
<td>C1, C3, C4, C6 1.8 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L2, L5 6 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form with 0.2-inch standoff pigtais</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Commercially-made printed-circuit boards and complete parts kits are available.*

The 50-MHz filter has a 3-dB bandwidth of 1.0 MHz, centered on 50.250 MHz. The insertion loss between 49.8 and 50.7 MHz is 1.0 dB or less; filter rejection at 55.25 MHz (channel 2 video carrier) is as high as 40 dB. This should provide adequate front-end protection under the most taxing cases of channel-2 interference. If not, two filters may be cas-

*
caded together for up to 60-dB suppression of the 55.25-MHz signal. Insertion loss with two cascaded filters is approximately 2 dB.

MHz away from the center frequency will be on the order of 30 to 40 dB. A list of parts for the narrow-passband models of these filters is given in table 3.

![fig. 3. Half-size layout of the 50-MHz bandpass filter board.](image)

The 144-MHz filter has a 3-dB bandwidth of 3.0 MHz, centered on 145 MHz. Insertion loss between 144.0 and 146.0 MHz is on the order of 1.0 to 1.5 dB, depending somewhat on the quality of the parts used in the filter. The bandpass skirts are very sharp, dropping down 3 dB at 143.5 and 146.5 MHz, and down 30 to 35 dB at 140 and 150 MHz.

In either of the filters the width of the passband may be designed to cover a much narrower range: 250 kHz at either 50 or 144 MHz. In this case, rejection 3

parts selection

Capacitors C1, C3, C4 and C6 determine the width of the passband as well as playing a part in establishing the operating frequency of the filter. Ceramic discs are adequate for these capacitors, provided leads are short, with direct point-to-point wiring. The capacitance values are very important. If a 2.7 pF ceramic disc is specified, only 2.7 pF will work — 2.5 or 3.0 pF will not. Five percent capacitors recommended.

Inductors L1 and L3 are the fixed etched inductances. L2 is an airwound inductance used for fine adjustments. As L2 is varied from maximum to minimum inductance, the operating frequency moves upward from 120 to 165 MHz.

*Complete boards, as well as complete parts kits with boards, are available from CADCO, Suite 107, 4444 Classen Boulevard, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73118. 50-MHz bandpass-filter board, $6.00; 50-MHz bandpass-filter kit, BPF-50, $11.00; 50-MHz preamp board, $8.00; 50-MHz preamplifier kit, IPA-50, $19.50.

144-MHz bandpass-filter board, $6.00; 144-MHz bandpass-filter kit, BPF-144, $11.00; 144-MHz preamplifier board, $8.00; 144-MHz preamplifier kit, IPA-144, $19.50. All prices are postpaid in the U.S.A. If you order a complete kit and want the narrow-bandwidth version, simply specify "narrow band;" no price change.
Correct values of \( C_1, C_3, C_4 \) and \( C_6 \) vary from approximately 2.9 \( \mu \text{F} \) at 120 MHz to 2.4 \( \mu \text{F} \) at 165 MHz. If the values of \( C_1, C_3, C_4 \) and \( C_6 \) are too large, the width of the bandpass window will be too great for amateur applications; if the capacitance values are too small, the passband will be too narrow, and the insertion loss will be unnecessarily high.

Variable capacitors \( C_2 \) and \( C_5 \) are Arco-Elmenco trimmers; the printed-detector that demodulates the signal for the oscilloscope display.

Put the marker on the desired center frequency and tune \( C_2 \) and \( C_5 \) for maximum signal at the center of the passband. Now move the marker to the predicted 3-dB down point on the low side of the passband, and adjust \( C_2 \) for maximum rejection. Your center frequency point should not move up or down in frequency as you do this.

The coaxial loop between \( C_3 \) and \( C_4 \) is a short length of RG-58/U coaxial cable. Do not try to replace this loop with another type of coaxial cable, or with a low-value coupling capacitor.*

### Tuning the Bandpass Filter

The etched-circuit bandpass filter may be aligned with a sweep generator and marker oscillator, or with a simple signal source (signal or marker generator).

**Sweep generator/markers.** Connect a broadband sweep generator to the input of the filter through a mixer device as shown in fig. 5. The mixer combines the sweep and marker signals into one composite signal that drives the filter (the mixer is not required for sweep generators which use an internal marker oscillator). The output of the filter is fed to a

*For 75-ohm systems the RG-58/U coaxial cable may be replaced with a section of RG-59/U. No other circuit changes are necessary.*

Finally, move the marker to the predicted 3-dB down point on the high side of the passband, and adjust \( C_5 \) for maximum rejection. Again, the center of the passband should remain centered on the display.

Disconnect the sweep generator; with the marker at the center frequency of the filter, feed the marker signal directly into the filter. Connect the output of the filter to your receiver and read the level of the marker signal on the S-meter. (It is advisable to attenuate the marker output so the S-meter indication is in the range of S5 to S7, normally the receiver’s most linear region.) Now connect the marker oscillator to the receiver and read the S-meter. The difference between the two S-meter readings is the insertion loss of the filter. If everything is adjusted properly, the 1.0- to 1.0-dB insertion loss won’t even be noticed on the S-meter.

**Marker or signal generator.** The alignment process with a marker or signal generator is essentially the same as that with a sweep generator. First, tune the filter for maximum signal at the center passband
frequency. Check filter and no-filter S-meter readings as you progress to see when you get down to the level of 1- to 2-
dB insertion loss. Move the signal genera-
tor to the lower 3-dB down frequency and adjust C2 for maximum rejection (go back to the center frequency to make sure it hasn’t moved too). Now move the generator up to the upper 3-dB down frequency, adjusting C5 for maximum rejection. Finally, check insertion loss to make sure it is still less than 2.0 dB.

This bandpass filter arrangement uses fewer components, no shielded compo-
nent sub-sections, and tunes up much easier than any other design that I am aware of. If it appears that you are having trouble holding the center passband frequency in place as you vary C2 and C5, try spreading a few turns of L5, and returning to the center frequency. (Spread the center of L5 apart about one extra turn width to start.) The change in L5 will compensate for slight unbalances between the twin sections of L1-L3 and L4-L6 that may exist because of differ-
ces between the fixed ceramic capaci-
tors.

two-meter etched-inductance preamp

The two-meter etched-inductance pre-
amplifier shown in the photograph cons-
ists of an etched-inductance bandpass filter and a single-stage grounded-gate fet amplifier. The circuit is shown in fig. 6. At 144 MHz the gain of this device is 10 to 12 dB, and the noise figure is 1.4 to 1.6 dB. A similar unit for 50 MHz will produce 10 to 12 dB gain with a noise figure of 1.0 dB of less.* Half-size cir-
cuit-board layouts for 50 and 144 MHz are shown in figs. 7 and 8 respectively.

A Siliconix 2N5397 fet was used in the original interdigital preamplifier de-
scribed in the August issue. Since that time Siliconix has introduced a low-cost plastic version of this device, the E-300. The price of the new E-300 is $2.00 in small quantities, as opposed to $5.50 for the 2N5397.

In the photograph you can see that the input inductance to the fet (L7 in fig. 5) is isolated from the output inductance (L8 in fig. 5) by a piece of double-sided copper-clad printed-circuit board. In addi-
tion to serving as a shield, this section of board is a mounting plate for the E-300 fet. The shield is soldered to the 1/8-inch strip of copper between L7 and L8; the E-300 gate lead is soldered to the L8 side of the shield with the transistor mounted inside a 3/8-inch mounting hole (see fig. 9).

Capacitor C6 feeds the input of the preamplifier. On both versions, C6 is tapped onto L7 at the point indicated by the dot in fig. 7 and 8. C6 should be routed from the output end of L6 to the input of L7 under the printed-circuit board. This is the only part mounted under the board.

Capacitors C7 and C8 are Arco-
Elmenco trimmers, and resonate with inductances L7 and L8. L7 and L8 are

*Since noise is wideband, a broad rf amplifier reacts to noise not only within the desired range of frequencies, but to noise outside that range as well. The steep skirted bandpass filter contributes measureably to an overall noise reduction in the communications system because the noise seen by the receiver is limited to that noise within the passband of the filter. As a consequence, the mixer is hit only with in-band noise, and while difficult to measure accurately, the receiver seems less prone to noise blocking.
bypassed to ground with BH-140 stud-type capacitors mounted at the outside end of the etched inductances. The BH-140 capacitors are mounted upside down, with the solder tab soldered to the end of the shield. Ceramic button bypass capacitors could also be used for this purpose.

Resistor R1 is chosen for correct fet operating current. This 1/4-watt resistor is mounted with very short leads from the outside end of L7 to ground, and placed against the shield at the C9 soldering point. The proper value for R1 is determined by placing a milliammeter in series with the dc supply (9 to 12 volts) and adjusting the resistance for 5-mA drain current; this is the proper current drain for both minimum noise figure and maximum gain. The correct value usually falls

**50-MHz bandpass preamplifier**

- C1, C3, C4, C6 6.0 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitor
- C2, C5, C7, C8 4 - 40 pF midget trimmer (Elmenco-Arco type 422)
- C9, C10 500-pF stud-type uhf bypass capacitors (Sprague type BH-140)
- C11 500-pF disc ceramic capacitor
- L1, L3, L4, L6, L7, L8 etched inductances on printed-circuit board (fig. 8)
- L2, L5 15 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form, with last two turns (ground end) separated from balance of coil by one turn width
- R1 91 to 560 ohms, 1/4-watt (see text)
- RFC1 Ohmite Z-50 rf choke (7.0 μH) or equivalent
- CX 2-1/2 inches RG-58/U coaxial cable, with braid twisted into pigtailed so that total length of inner dielectric is 1-3/4 inches; pigtail are 1/2-inch long

**144-MHz bandpass preamplifier**

- C1, C3, C4, C6 2.2 pF, 5% disc or tubular ceramic capacitors
- C2, C5, C7, C8 4-40 pF midget trimmers (Elmenco-Arco type 422)
- C9, C10 500-pF stud-type uhf bypass capacitors (Sprague type BH-140)
- C11 500-pF disc ceramic capacitor
- L1, L3, L4, L6, L7, L8 etched inductances on printed-circuit board (fig. 9)
- L2, L5 5 turns no. 16 solid copper, close-wound on 1/4-inch form with 0.2 inch standoff pigtailed
- R1 91 to 560 ohms, 1/4-watt (see text)
- RFC1 Ohmite Z-144 rf choke (1.8 μH) or equivalent
- CX 2-1/2 inches RG-58/U coaxial cable, with braid twisted into pigtailed so that total length of inner dielectric is 1-3/4 inches; pigtail are 1/2-inch long
between 100 and 560 ohms, with 200 to 400 ohms being common.

RFC1 is an Ohmite Z-144 or Z-50; although their current-carrying capacity isn’t required for this application. Any good quality wirewound rf choke with the same inductance value as the Z-50 (7.0 µH) or Z-144 (1.8 µH) will do. Since L8 is bypassed to ground with the 500-pF BH-140 there’s not much chance of an rf problem anyway, but it’s good practice to include the rf choke in the circuit.

The output coupling capacitor is a 500-pF disc ceramic. This capacitor is tapped onto L8 fairly close to the point where C10 is attached to the outer end of the inductance. A small dot on figs. 7 and 8 indicates the approximate tap point for maximum preamplifier gain.

fig. 7. Half-size layout for the 144-MHz bandpass-filter preamplifier board.

50-MHz interdigital preamplifier. The filter section is to the right; fet preamplifier to the left. Capacitor C6 is mounted under the board.

preamplifier tuneup

When aligning the preamplifier, the bandpass filter section must be aligned first. To accomplish this, the transistor stage must be temporarily eliminated from the circuit. An extra coax connector mounting hole (see figs. 7 and 8) is provided for this purpose. Install a coaxial fitting as indicated, route C6 to the fitting and align the filter as previously described. When the bandpass filter is properly aligned, transfer C6 from the extra coaxial fitting to L7 and remove the fitting from the board.

Apply voltage (9 to 12 Vdc) to the preamplifier and select R1 for 5-mA drain current. Apply an input signal—at the center frequency of the bandpass filter—and tune C8 for maximum indicated level on the receiver S-meter. Keep signal level down so the meter reads in the range from S5 to S7. With C8 peaked for maximum signal, tune C7 for maximum. C7 will tune somewhat more broadly than C8. Check the setting of C8 again, keeping the output of the rf signal source at a relatively low level.

Disconnect the filter-preamplifier and measure the output of the signal generator with your S-meter. (It is assumed that you have a 50-ohm-output signal source, or can rig one with your antenna system and a grid-dip oscillator across the yard.) Put the filter-preamplifier back in the system and measure the output level with
your S-meter. There should be 10 to 15 dB additional signal level with the preamplifier; noise level, with the antenna disconnected, should be noticeably less than your present converter.

The total gain of the preamplifier is the gain of the E-300 grounded-gate stage, less bandpass-filter losses. Therefore, although the E-300 is capable of 15 dB or more gain at 50 or 144 MHz, filter losses of 1 to 2 dB reduce total package gain to 10 to 12 dB.

The grounded-gate preamplifier is unconditionally stable. The isolation between wells (term applied to the etched inductances on the printed-circuit board) has been measured as high as 70 dB with as little as 1/8 inch copper between wells. In commercial CATV preamplifiers, for example, I have run four cascaded fet stages with filters on a single board with no instability; with four stages voltage gain is on the order of 40 dB.

summary

The subject of etched inductances for vhf receiver systems has been barely scratched in this article, as I am painfully aware. Additional prototype work has been done in other areas including an etched-inductance converter (with bandpass filter), etched-inductance transmitting mixers, etched-inductance hybrid couplers, and etched-inductance stop-

fig. 8. Half-size layout for the 50-MHz bandpass-filter preamplifier board.

losses of 1 to 2 dB reduce total package gain to 10 to 12 dB.

The grounded-gate preamplifier is unconditionally stable. The isolation between wells (term applied to the etched inductances on the printed-circuit board) has been measured as high as 70 dB with as little as 1/8 inch copper between wells. In commercial CATV preamplifiers, for example, I have run four cascaded fet stages with filters on a single board with no instability; with four stages voltage gain is on the order of 40 dB.

fig. 9. Layout for the E-300 mounting shields. Cut out from double-sided G10 printed-circuit board.

band filters (with preamplifier) to replace repeater cavities.

Etched-inductance circuits are relatively simple projects for the serious experimenter. Simply use 1/8- or 1/16-inch tape to form the inductances, with 1/16 inch between inductances. Etched inductances are measured by the square well area, and a 1.25-square-inch well with 1/16-inch inductors and 1/16-inch spacing between inductors hits 144 MHz. The etched inductances can be easily tapped, and you can re-tap many times if you use a 25- or 35-watt iron and don’t use sustained heat on the etched strips.
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*ham radio*
it's a whole new ball game!

NOW... buy SWAN amateur equipment at

factory direct prices

For more than a year now, American manufacturers and distributors of amateur radio equipment have been faced with a growing challenge from imported products, which in most cases are being sold on a direct basis from importer to user.

After considerable deliberation, Swan has decided to meet this challenge by offering a new dual sales policy for 1971. This new program permits us to substantially reduce prices for the entire line and also include the valuable customer relationship provided by knowledgeable distributors. Thus with no sacrifice in Swan's high standards of engineering, reliability, and craftsmanship we can now offer our products for prices which are more than competitive with any foreign-made equipment.

Write for the complete 1971 Swan catalog. We invite you to select either of the following purchase plans.

PURCHASE PLAN NO. 1
Direct purchase from our East Coast branch or from our factory in California, without trade-in; payment by check or money order or through Master Charge or BankAmericard, or arrange your own financing with your local bank. Freight prepaid by Swan.

PURCHASE PLAN NO. 2
For those who wish to trade or arrange for individual financing, purchase through your local Swan dealer. Dealer prices will reflect a mark-up of approximately 10%, similar to the normal differential between catalog and store prices.

SWAN SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE...
NOW MORE THAN EVER!
Ask the ham who owns one.

SWAN ELECTRONICS
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, California 92054
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation
The serious six-meter operator needs a high power amplifier that will function reliably over extended periods of time and have minimum harmonic radiation. Such amplifiers seem to be commonplace for the "dc bands" but are rather rare for 50 MHz and above. Many six-meter amplifier designs are cranky, hard to neutralize or otherwise unstable or tricky to adjust.

The amplifier described in this article has none of these undesirable attributes. It will run key-down on a 24-hour basis, if need be, and is stable and easy to adjust. I have used it over a period of months and it has proven to be a valuable

The new high-mu 8877/3CX1500A7 triode recently announced by EIMAC.

two-kilowatt linear amplifier for six meters

This high performance six-meter linear features the new Eimac 8877 and provides excellent stability, good reliability and minimum harmonic output
adjunct to the spread of six-meter equipment in my station.

This amplifier uses a grounded-grid circuit with a new high-mu triode just announced by Eimac: the plate current of 750 milliamperes, power output will be about 1200 watts. This represents an amplifier efficiency of 61% and a power gain of 14.8 dB.

A schematic of the amplifier is shown in fig. 1. The control grid is operated at dc ground with a minimum of inductance between the tube and the chassis. The plate and grid currents are measured in the cathode return lead. A 12-volt 50-watt zener diode is placed in series with the cathode return lead to set the desired idling plate current. No special neutralization scheme is needed to attain completely stable operation.

8877/3CX1500A7. This ceramic/metal triode is intended for linear service in the high-frequency and vhf range. The amplifier is intended for the maximum legal power input, 1000 watts dc, and can develop up to 2000 watts peak envelope power input during ssb operation. The amplifier requires a driver that can supply approximately 40 watts PEP at 50 MHz.

Top view of the plate circuit of the linear amplifier showing the shorted-turn tuning scheme. The shorted-turn is hard-soldered to shaft coupler to allow front panel tuning. The “anti-inductance” strap can be seen connecting the top of the plate choke to the plate blocking capacitor. Note that the position of the plate blocking capacitor can be changed by loosening one screw and rotating the capacitor around the screw.
The plate circuit is a standard pi-network with tube output capacitance plus stray capacitance to the cabinet forming the input capacitance of the network (30 pF). The output loading capacitor is an air variable shunted by two fixed ceramic capacitors. Amplifier tuning is accomplished by varying the inductance of the coil by adjusting the coupling between the coil and a shorted turn.

The cathode input circuit consists of a simple T-network. The network was calculated so that a 50-ohm cable from the driver would be matched to the input impedance of the 3CX1500A7 at full power. The input impedance of the tube is 54 ohms resistance in parallel with 26 pF capacitance. The match holds over the 1-MHz tuning range of the amplifier.

A 10,000-ohm 25-watt resistor in the cathode lead of the 8877/3CX1500A7 is used to reduce standby current through the tube to a low value. When the exciter is turned on, a set of contacts on the vox relay (or other control relay) shorts out the 10,000-ohm resistor, causing the tube to operate at its normal idling plate current. The 200-ohm 10-watt resistor from the negative terminal of the plate supply to ground makes certain the nega-
The positive terminal does not soar to the value of the plate voltage if the positive side of the power supply is accidentally shorted to ground.

The two 1N2071 diodes across the 200-ohm resistor limit any transient surges under the shorted condition which might cause insulation breakdown. Also, these diodes afford some transient protection of the two meters by providing a path around the meters. Additional protection could be obtained by putting two back-to-front parallel connected diodes across each meter. The 200-ohm resistor around the zener provides a load for the zener and prevents the cathode voltage from becoming quite high if the zener should burn open.

**the plate circuit**

Top views of the amplifier chassis are shown in the photographs. The closed ring near the front panel is the shorted turn used for tuning; it is made of 3/8-inch diameter tubing, hard soldered to a brass shaft coupler with copper-silver solder. Soft solder would not be advisable in this application because of the high circulating current in the shorted turn. The "anti-inductance" strap is used to set the tank circuit to the desired tuning range. This strap runs from the top of the plate rf choke to the plate blocking capacitor. The position of the blocking capacitor can be moved to allow the strap to be flexed and set to the proper position. Note that the current through the strap is going in the opposite direction from the current in the coil at any instant and therefore causes field cancellation.

To set the amplifier to the low-frequency end of the band, the shorted turn is completely decoupled and the position of the blocking capacitor and the anode strap adjusted to resonate the plate circuit to 50 MHz. As the shorted turn is coupled tighter, the total inductance in the plate tank circuit will be reduced, causing the resonant frequency to increase. When the shorted turn is fully coupled, the resonant frequency of the plate tank circuit will be about 51 MHz.

Amplifier loading is accomplished in the same manner as in a typical pi-network amplifier. The loading capacitor is the air variable along the top right edge of the chassis. The two ceramic fixed capacitors are at the left end of the air capacitor and at the end of the coaxial cable coming from the type-N coaxial receptacle mounted on the back panel.

The plate choke is made of 54 turns of no. 20 enameled wire closewound on a one-half inch diameter Teflon rod. The winding length of the coil is 1-13/16 inches. The choke is mounted on top of the ceramic capacitor which is used to by-pass the B-plus end of the choke.

Visible on the back of the front panel are the Jackson ball-drive assemblies. These handy devices provide a very smooth and slow "feel" to the tuning. The 5.0-volt 12-ampere filament transformer is visible inside its aluminum shield at the top left end of the chassis.
the input circuit

The input matching network is a standard T-design consisting of two series coils and one shunt capacitor. One coil and the shunt capacitor are variable. With these two adjustments it is possible to cover a wide range of impedance transformations. The controls for the variable elements are brought out the left rear side of the chassis. Once the adjustments have been made, no tuning is required over the first megahertz of the band.

The input matching network can be seen in the top right corner of the under chassis photograph. The cathode-heater rf choke is near the tube socket. The choke is bifilar wound with twelve turns on each coil using no. 10 Formvar insulated wire. The core material is Indiana General CF-503, one-half inch in diameter. The core permeability is a little high for this application, but the material was available and has not given any trouble. The Johnson 122-247-202 socket is mounted one-half inch below the chassis using threaded brass spacers. Four pieces of brass shim stock, or beryllium copper, are formed into an "L" shape to mount between the brass spacers and the chassis and make contact to the control grid ring.

the tube

The 8877/3CX1500A7 is a new ceramic triode having good division between the plate current and the grid current. It has EIA base no. E7-2 which can be used with the standard septar sockets. The tube has a plate dissipation rating of 1500 watts, and has a mu of approximately 200. The cathode is indirectly heated, and the filament requirements are 5.0 volts at 10 amperes.

performance data

Many different operating conditions were tried with this amplifier. The conditions most suitable for amateur ssb operation at 2000 watts PEP input are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plate voltage</td>
<td>2600 Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate current (single-tone)</td>
<td>750 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate current (idling)</td>
<td>40 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid voltages</td>
<td>-12 Vdc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid current (single-tone)</td>
<td>58 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power input</td>
<td>1950 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td>1200 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (apparent)</td>
<td>61 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive power</td>
<td>40 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power gain</td>
<td>14.8 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intermodulation distortion products at full peak envelope power input under the above operating conditions are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Intermodulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>-44 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th</td>
<td>-37 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>-64 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>-68 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Available from Newark Electronics Corporation, 500 North Pulaski Road, Chicago, Illinois 60624. Order catalog number 59F1521, $2.50 plus shipping.
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speech clipping in single-sideband equipment

Audio speech clipping produces excessive distortion when used with ssb equipment — here’s why

In the old days when ssb was unknown on the amateur bands the intelligent use of a speech clipper with a carefully designed filter frequently made contacts possible which otherwise could not have taken place. Distortion was quite bad, so much so that the readability “in the clear” was actually degraded slightly, but you could — and did — switch the device out of circuit when conditions were good. Unfortunately, when you try to use the same simple technique with ssb the results are disappointing, often atrocious. Many amateurs have even abandoned the scheme.

Too much confusion still exists regarding speech processors. For example, a completely illogical comment in a well-known British magazine recommended speech clipping to avoid overdriving the transmitter output stage while recognizing that the process is deficient in other respects. I recall the outburst of an exasperated ham who received consistent adverse reports on his $15 transistor clipper: “It must work — you can’t be listening right!”

Actually, there are several references that point out the incompatibility of speech clipping with the ssb. An early edition of the SSB Handbook (put out by Collins Radio) is quite outspoken on the subject. The following is an attempt to shed some light on the matter in simple terms, at the risk of over-simplification, and to briefly examine some preferable alternatives.

some basic facts

The human voice has a low average-to-peak power ratio; our transmitting apparatus is limited primarily to a specific peak power level. If this power is exceeded, the result is excessive distortion and bandwidth, among other possible effects. In a-m and fm systems the situation can be improved, at the expense of fidelity, by instantaneously peak limiting or clipping the audio frequency signal prior to the modulation process. Considerable harmonic and intermodulation distortion products are generated by the clipper which can greatly increase the
bandwidth of the signal. For this reason the clipper is always followed by a low-pass filter designed to cut off at 3kHz or so. To a small extent this filter negates the action of the clipper, but even so, effective gains of 10 dB or higher can be obtained. (Please note this applies to a-m and fm, not ssb.)

It may seem strange to talk about gain in connection with devices intended to improve readability without increasing the peak power output. However, the definition is quite simple: the gain is the ratio of the peak power of an unprocessed transmission to that of a processed one, where the former produces the same readability as the latter at the distant receiver under very poor conditions.

We also talk about the amount of clipping in decibels. This is simply a measure of the reduction of the largest speech peaks, or more precisely, the ratio of the gains of the audio amplifiers with and without clipping for the same peak power output. In a-m or fm links 15 dB clipping can result in gains of 9 to 12 dB. This produces the same readability at the distant end, under poor conditions, as an unclipped transmission with 8 to 16 times peak power.

**phase relations**

When you severely clip a sine wave or single-tone signal, the resultant approximates a square wave. This can be thought of as the combination of another sine wave and its odd harmonics. The latter have definite relationship to the fundamental frequency component in both amplitude and phase. Fig. 1 shows a sine wave (fig. 1A), a third harmonic component (fig. 1B) and their resultant (fig. 1C). If you add more odd multiples in proper amplitude and phase you eventually end up with a square wave (fig. 1D).

If the phase of the harmonic signals is shifted so that their peak amplitudes add to that of fundamental tone the results would be as in fig. 2. The peak amplitude of the resultant (fig. 2D) is more than twice (8 dB greater) the square wave of fig. 1. If the peak amplitudes of all the harmonics subtract from the fundamental the dip in the middle of the resultant waveform would approach zero! These examples of extreme cases of phase shift emphasize their importance.

**ssb generation**

In an ssb exciter the phases of the individual components of the audio signal are not maintained. The balanced modulator does no harm in this regard. The resultant amplitude of the upper and lower sidebands forming the dsb signal remains peak limited in a properly designed and adjusted circuit with clipped audio input. (One point in favor of dsb is that speech slipping can be used.) However, as soon as one sideband is removed the delicate balance of the component signals is upset, resulting in severe amplitude variations. You are left with a set of rf components which correspond in amplitude and frequency to the audio fundamental, its harmonics generated by the clipping action. At rf these com-

---

**fig. 1.** The derivation of a square wave. The fundamental component is shown in A. B is the third harmonic. The sum of A and B is shown in C. D is the resultant with higher odd harmonics of proper amplitude and phase.
ponent signals are not harmonically related, and with the carrier and opposite sideband removed add up arithmetically to form the composite signal. Periodically the rf envelope exhibits maxima and minima with magnitudes dependent upon modulating frequency and system bandwidth.

As a practical example, assume that we have a heavily clipped (approximately square) 400-Hz wave of 0.8 volt amplitude and use it to produce a 100-kHz ssb signal. Also assume that conversion gain is unity. Table 1 shows the frequency components of the ssb signal and their amplitudes. Components corresponding to harmonics above the seventh are ignored since they are attenuated by the filter following the clipper. Periodically, all the peaks will coincide, resulting in a maximum of the rf envelope that is equal to the sum of the individual peak values. There will also be times when the peaks of each of the distortion components will coincide to subtract from the amplitude of the main component and give a minimum value of the envelope. In table 1 it is shown that the amplitude of the resultant envelope will vary 14 dB at an audio rate,* though a constant input signal is used! This is exactly the reverse of the desired effect. Bear in mind that this extraneous amplitude modulation is quite independent of any variation of the input signal. While the 14 dB variation (rather less at higher audio frequencies) is probably less than the normal variation in a speaker’s voice the accompanying distortion often offsets any small numerical gain in average power.

**phasing-type exciters**

The situation, as described so far, is directly applicable to phasing exciters. If you severely limit the low-frequency response below 1000 Hz in the speech amplifier so the low notes are clipped only lightly, some gain in average power output can be obtained, together with noticeable distortion and obvious lack of bass. I do not believe that any gain realized through speech clipping in this manner is any greater than that obtainable with a properly designed alc or volume compressor system. The latter of course produce negligible distortion and can be designed to give properly balanced frequency response.

**filter-type exciters**

The effects of speech clipping in ssb exciters are small compared to the further deterioration caused by the filters used in most modern equipment. The difficulty is the “transient” response of these filters,

*It can be shown that the amplitude modulation frequency is 800 Hz, or more generally, twice that of the input speech signal.
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or the response to impulses or very rapidly changing rf envelopes. The effect is the same as that observed in receivers when impulse interference is present. Under those conditions you are often better off to switch out the ssb filter if no adjacent-channel interference is experienced.

A rapid change in the rf envelope causes the filter to give out a high amplitude spike followed by several cycles of damped oscillations. The initial spike is probably inaudible in your receiver because of its short duration. However, subsequent cycles constitute what is known as filter ringing. The amplitude of the spike, the ringing frequency and amplitude are a function of the filter; The effect worsens as the filter cut-off characteristic is improved.

In ssb exciters appreciable speech clipping produces the same effect though some relief is afforded by the audio filter following the clipper. The ringing frequency is independent of the audio input to the exciter and represents additional and particularly vicious distortion. The initial spike can have a larger relative amplitude than the audio input which causes it, thereby requiring a reduction in audio gain below that which would have been used without the clipping device. In most cases the operator is unaware of this since his alc takes care of the problem; he finds it hard to believe that his audio is not only badly distorted but is often weaker than without the clipper!

I recall one case several years ago where the builder of a clipper reported that the only way he could make his gadget work properly was by pulling the alc rectifier tube in his Collins S-line. I am sure his ham neighbors must have objected in no uncertain terms; his results would have been less obnoxious if he had just removed the tube and omitted the clipper!

A practical demonstration of the nasty things I have described is not at all difficult. All it takes is an oscilloscope for viewing the envelope of the output of the transmitter and an audio square wave for the sync input of the scope. The effects are best seen with a low frequency input between 300 and 500 Hz. Also instructive are the results obtained with a very low frequency input of 100 to 200 Hz, when only the harmonics can pass through the ssb filter. The output will resemble that of a badly distorted and overmodulated a-m wave. This demonstrates the absolute necessity for severe low-frequency filtering if a speech clipper must be used.

To conclude, speech clipping in any form is incompatible with the ssb mode as we know it. The generation of appreciable harmonics of the audio signal is the source of the trouble. Therefore, we must include as undesirable the many variations which produce the same effect: logarithmic limiters, instantaneous compressors, including those built into phone patches. I cannot recall all the names that have been used to describe essentially similar devices. They will do a good job on a-m or fm but not with ssb. Now let’s stop being completely negative and take a look at schemes which can do a good or fair job of raising your talk power.

**automatic level control**

Basically, alc is intended to serve the same purpose as automatic gain control in receivers. One of the expressions must be a misnomer; the purpose in both cases is to obtain constant peak signal output by
controlling the gain of a preceding amplifying stage. A typical system is shown in fig. 3. When the peak rf signal exceeds the delay voltage the excess voltage appears across resistor R1. The rf is removed by a filter (R2 and C2) and the resulting dc voltage is used to reduce the gain of a preceding stage (preferably a stage operating at a different frequency in the interest of stability). The gain between the controlled stage and the sampling point should be large so that the actual peak rf level will exceed the delay voltage only slightly.

The attack time is largely determined by the product of R2 and C2, the charge constant. The charge time constant should be short so the duration of the initial rf peaks is brief and the resulting overmodulation (flat-topping) is of little consequence. Those familiar with servo loops will realize that the attack time of the output peak level nearly constant and equal to the delay voltage. Under this condition, which is typical of receiver agc circuits, no gain in average power is obtained. However, the benefits are considerable since the operator doesn’t have to worry about overdriving the output stage. This can result in appreciable psychological gain.

If the alc recovery time is made very short—less than 50 mS or so—it becomes comparable to the periods of the lower audio frequencies and will result in distortion similar to flat-topping. A medium time constant—between 1/8 and 1/2 seconds—will avoid this and at the same time be low enough to compensate for the slow or syllabic amplitude variations of the human voice. This makes your voice sound a little unnatural, but no distortion nor increase in bandwidth will occur. The average power gain obtained by smoothing out the syllabic variations is between 3 and 6 dB in a well designed system and depends upon the operator’s voice characteristics.

Alc is now a standard feature in modern ssb transmitters. Unfortunately, in many equipment its performance leaves a lot to be desired. In these cases alc is best regarded as an emergency brake and its extensive use is to be avoided. On the other hand, I know of one transmitter—and I am sure there are others—with excellent alc performance. All the operator has to do is turn up the

fig. 3. Typical alc system.

cannot be made too short or control overshoot followed by damped low frequency oscillations will take place. In practice there is no difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory compromise.

The decay or recovery time of the system depends on the product of C2 and (R1 + R2), the discharge time constant. Note that R1 does not affect the attack time; therefore, it may be selected to determine the recovery time only. If recovery time is long—several seconds—the output amplitude faithfully follows variations in the input signal with
audio i-f level to obtain an essentially distortionless lift in average power.

It is not my purpose to enumerate the many dubious practices and glaring design errors I have noticed in some commercial amateur equipment. I once had to redesign and rebuild the alc circuitry in an exciter of well known manufacture before I was able to operate on the same band as its owner two miles away. His equipment was brand new and was functioning as designed but the signal was little better than it would have been when overmodulated without alc.

**Volume compression**

Volume compression can be regarded as an agc system operating at audio. The performance is the same as a properly functioning alc system. In this case, too short a discharge time will result in speech clipping with its deleterious effects. A medium time constant (about ¾ second) will give an appreciable lift in average power.

If a volume compressor is used with a good alc system it will result in duplication with virtually no additional advantage. On the other hand, a good volume compressor is a considerable asset when used with exciters containing poor alc circuitry, or none at all.

**Rf clipping**

Although rf clipping has come into prominence only recently it is an old idea. I have references which go back to 1952, and there is a patent dated 1926 for a similar process! Rf or i-f clipping will do for ssb what speech clipping does for a-m and fm, as well as quite a bit more. However, cost is rather high, and retrofitting older equipment is likely to be difficult.

As I have attempted to explain, the incompatibility of speech clipping and ssb stems from the audio frequency harmonics which are generated within the speech bandwidth. If the clipping process is postponed until after generation of the ssb signal the harmonics will be multiples of the intermediate or radio frequency and are nowhere near the fundamental. Their removal is no problem whatsoever, and you have a clipping process which is free from harmonic distortion. This is appreciably better than results with ordinary speech clipping in a-m or fm.

Unfortunately, there are intermodulation (IM) products: beat frequencies (sum or difference) when two or more signals exist simultaneously within the passband. Higher order IM products are the beat frequencies of the harmonics of the signals and these can fall in or near the fundamental signal band. The amplitudes of these IM products are fairly small as is their effect on signal quality. However, they may increase the bandwidth of the signal beyond acceptable limits. Therefore, a ssb filter is required after the rf or i-f clipper.

Fig. 4 shows a clipping arrangement operating at the first ssb frequency. The ssb generator is conventional, except that in a new design the first filter need only have moderate performance, say 20 dB sideband rejection and less carrier suppression assuming a good balanced modulator. The second ssb filter will determine

---

fig. 4. Single-sideband generation with rf clipping.
the quality of the outgoing signal and should have sharp skirts and a high attenuation floor. The agreement in the cut-off frequencies of the two filters must be very close on the carrier side (both sides if the same filters are used in a selectable sideband exciter). No overloading must occur in the stages preceding the i-f clipper. These requirements make modification of an existing exciter a difficult job.

Rf clipping is at least as good as speech clipping with a-m with the advantage that distortion is small compared with the older method. A 10-dB gain in average power can be expected with 15-dB clipping. The actual gains may be lower or higher depending on the severity and nature of the difficulty of the communication path. In 1961, Paul Day, W1PYM, and I demonstrated and recorded the effectiveness of rf clipping by simulating a poor ssb link. An unprocessed transmission was adjusted to be on the threshold of readability, say R2. A transmission with the identical peak output power and incorporating speech clipping produced no improvement. In contrast, a transmission using rf clipping produced a readability of 4 to 5. In fact, the peak output could be reduced considerably below that of the unprocessed transmission before intelligibility was affected.

compatible audio accessory unit

Rf clipping is probably the most effective way to increase the talk power of a ssb transmitter. Since modifying an exciter to incorporate the feature is difficult at best, a way around the problem is to build a closed-loop ssb system with rf clipping. The output will be at the original audio frequency with instantaneous amplitude limiting, just as in a speech clipper, but without any new harmonic components. Therefore, it is suitable for the speech input of a ssb transmitter (and will give superior performance when used with a-m and fm equipment).

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of such

fig. 5. Block diagram of the Comdel CSP-11, an audio accessory unit with rf clipping.

1. When mixed with noise, the new method is slightly superior to normal speech clipping; 15 dB clipping produced 10 dB intelligibility gain with no apparent distortion (in noise).

2. There was no loss of intelligibility whatever "in the quiet" up to 24 dB clipping. In regular speech clipping
systems where there is some loss because of distortion.

Many years of experience have convinced me of the value of rf clipping in the simulated form. Unless specifically requested for demonstration purposes I never switch the device out of circuit and often receive unsolicited gratifying reports.

**Conclusion**

Speech clipping in its old form, or any device which causes severe distortion of the audio signal, should not be used with ssb transmitters. Properly designed alc systems and volume compressors can be used to prevent flat-topping and give moderate gain in talk power. With regard to talk power, rf clipping and its audio derivative will give the best results, but the devices are rather costly.

Like most things in life, processing the ssb signal can be overdone and the most effective devices misused. For instance, moderation is in order when the microphone is in a noisy location. Most of us are familiar with the "aeronautical mobile" effect where the noise power is as high as that of the intelligence whenever the operator stops speaking. While the signal-to-noise ratio is not actually degraded the effect on the listener is one of annoyance. It is well to ensure that the PEP output of a transmitter with speech is at least 15 dB—preferably 20 dB—above the noise PEP.

I hope that I have managed to convince you that speech clipping is not for the ssb station. There are other devices and techniques available, though they cost a bit more. When viewed against the total amateur station investment the additional expense is really quite reasonable.

For those of you who want the ultimate in performance (and cost) a local long-time-constant AGC loop ahead of the rf clipper will ensure that a fixed amount of clipping, say 18 dB, can never be exceeded. A properly adjusted volume compressor can be made to serve the same purpose.

**Ham Radio**
field-effect transistors

Low-power transmitters for two and ten meters that use field-effect transistors in every stage

The field-effect transistor has recently been finding its place in radio communications equipment. Although its performance as an rf amplifier and mixer is well known the fet's merit in other functions seems to have gone unnoticed. The fet can function well in dc amplifiers, audio amplifiers, switching circuits, oscillators, multipliers and phase modulators. This article presents a low-powered vhf transmitter that uses field-effect transistors in every stage.

Although the fet deserves consideration when designing vhf transmitters it will not quell the nightmares of the solid-state vhf transmitter designer. It has its advantages: inexpensive, simple class-C biasing, low feedback capacitance, good efficiency with a 12-volt supply and relatively high power gain. The fet also has its disadvantage — low power dissipation. Commercially available field-effect transistors were developed primarily for small-signal use and typical power dissipation ratings are on the order of 0.4 watt. Since these ratings are based on no external heat sinking it is possible to
decrease the case temperature and operate the fet beyond published ratings. However, for low-powered transmitters or low-power stages of higher powered transmitters, field-effect transistors can be used as is.

I have tried several experiments with transmitting circuits using fets, including fundamental and overtone crystal oscillators, frequency multipliers, rf amplifiers, and phase modulators. The two transmitters described here use experimental circuits. Both n-channel junction fets and n-channel depletion-mode mosfets were used. Mosfets and jfets are usually interchangeable but in most cases the simplicity of gate-leak bias for class-C circuits favors the jfet. The same results can be obtained by adding a diode from gate to source in the mosfet. In most cases performance is sufficient and the use of a mosfet doesn’t warrant the additional component.

two-meter fm transmitter

The two-meter fm transmitter in fig. 1 uses five junction field-effect transistors. It is intended to be used with a portable vhf receiver as an fm walkie-talkie. Using a Heathkit GR88 vhf monitor receiver (tuned below its normal range) a range of over one-half mile was obtained between two walkie-talkies. An additional amplifier, tube or transistor, could be added for additional power for more serious work.

Bottom view of the two-meter fet fm transmitter shows component layout.

Two-meter fet fm transmitter.

The cost of the fet transmitter is quite low. Homemade coils and chokes were used along with bargain-variety transistors. Devices were selected for optimum performance in the 72-MHz tripler and the 144-MHz doubler stages. Excluding the crystal the total cost was below $10.00.

In this transmitter Q1 operates as an 8-MHz Pierce crystal oscillator which drives the phase modulator. The phase modulator was designed after a circuit used in an antique Link high-band mobile transmitter. The Link modulator provided 20-kHz deviation at 144 MHz using a 3.0-MHz crystal. I had no difficulty obtaining 5-kHz deviation from an 8-MHz crystal in the fet version. The modulator drives a single tripler tuned to 24 MHz,
L1 9 turns no. 28, closewound on a ¼" slug-tuned coil form

L2 0.75 µH (J. W. Miller 4651)

L3 3½ turns no. 20, closewound on a ½" slug-tuned coil form

L4 10 turns no. 20, ¼" diameter

L5 3 turns no. 18, ½" diameter, 6 turns per inch, tapped at 2 turns (Air-Dux 406T)

L6 1 turn hook-up wire around cold end of L5

T1 Carbon-mic to grid transformer

fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the two-meter fet phase-modulated fm transmitter.

which drives another single-tuned tripler and a doubler. The efficiency of the higher frequency multipliers decreases with increasing frequency, and it was necessary to select fets for optimum performance. Since the single-tuned multipliers offer little rejection of unwanted harmonics it is desirable to double tune the 144-MHz doubler if the unit is to drive a higher powered amplifier.

The transmitter was originally designed for a 9-volt power supply to conform with the monitor receiver. However, fet multipliers, like their vacuum-tube counterparts, require the highest supply voltage permissible for maximum

Ten-meter transmitter features a mosfet in the power-amplifier stage. The battery provides bias only, and could be replaced with a miniature mercury type.
efficiency. The fets used in the transmitter had a maximum \( V_{ds} \) of 20 volts and, as expected, best operation was obtained with a supply voltage of 20 volts. Two

The final amplifier in the ten-meter transmitter uses a single 3N128 mosfet with a 1.5-V dry cell for fixed bias. Since the drain on the bias battery is essentially zero, a small 1.4-volt button-type mercury cell could be used since its shelf life is several years.

Two fets were tried in parallel with a small increase in power output but a reduction in efficiency. Previous experiments with parallel mosfet amplifiers at 50 MHz showed some hope, but most circuits, when pushed beyond one-watt output, resulted in burned out mosfets. Because of the difference in mosfet characteristics, one transistor does all the work while additional parallel devices only decrease efficiency. The single 3N128 required no neutralization and provided almost 200 mW output with a 12-volt supply.

The purpose of the ten-meter transmitter is the same as that of the two-meter fm unit. Many inexpensive 30- to 50-MHz monitor receivers can easily be tuned to 29 MHz, converted to a-m, and used with the fet transmitter. From my experience with 100-mW citizens-band transceivers on 10 meters, the range of such a combination should be quite respectable.
improving
the
Motorola P-33
series

Add these modifications and you’ll have a truly high-performance 2-meter rig.

Some authors have referred to fm equipment as the “new surplus.” If you were to choose the ARC-5 equivalent of the new surplus, it would no doubt be the Motorola P-33. This is a 5-watt unit with a partially or fully transistorized receiver (P-33A or B respectively).

The P-33 transmitter uses quick-heating tubes. Power can be supplied by nicad batteries, dry cells, or a 6/12-volt power supply. The P-33 is readily available, usually at less than $100.00. In this part of the country it seems as though every ham on fm uses one.

The P-33 has two relatives. One is the H-23A (or B), which is a one-watt handy-talky. Its big brother, the D-33A (or B) Dispatcher, is a 10-watt motorcycle unit. These rigs have essentially the same transmitter and receiver strips, so the following modifications are applicable to all three models. Included are:

1. Changes for receiver 2-meter operation and a fet front end.
2. Changes to receiver and transmitter to increase bandwidth.
3. Improvements to the nicad-battery supply in the P-33BAM equipment.

receiver front end

The fet addition to the receiver was introduced to me by Walt Fairbrother, W1RYL. In one of my earlier articles, I vaguely mentioned this modification, and both Walt and I were deluged with mail inquiries. Since then I’ve made a few minor improvements.

The P-33 series was originally in two forms, low high-band (136-150 MHz) and high high-band (150-174 MHz). Most available units are of the high-frequency version. The following modification will improve sensitivity and also put the unit in the two-meter band. For exact pin locations and tune-up instructions, consult the manual for your unit. The receiver modifications are shown in fig. 1.
1. Remove the input coax cable at L1 pin 4.
2. Remove the jumper between L1 pin 2 and L2 pin 3.
3. Carefully remove the shield can from L1 by unsoldering the two lugs that hold it to the PC board.
4. Remove C1 (9 pF), C2 (47 pF), and C3 (.51 pF).
5. Disconnect the grounded end of L1 from the board.
6. Carefully drill out the pin-1 hole where the grounded end of L1 was connected. Start with a no. 60 drill to make a pilot hole. Enlarge the hole further, using a no. 51 drill. Be careful not to allow metal chips to fall into the transmitter section.
7. Using a razor blade, cut out and peel off the conductive material on the bottom of L1 (see fig. 2). Do this to both sides of the PC board. This will insulate pin 1.
8. Using a no. 27 drill, slightly countersink both sides of the hole.
9. Insert the new C2 (56 pF) into holes 1 and 4 of L1.
10. Insert the cold end of L1 coil into hole 1.
11. Insert the new C1 (12 pF) into holes 3 and 4 of L1.
12. Solder L1 pins 1, 3, and 4.
13. Drill a pilot hole for the 3N128 between L1 and L2.
14. Using successively larger drills, enlarge the hole so that the transistor case fits snugly. You should end up using a no. 12 drill.
15. Remove the can from L2 as in step 3 and remove C4 (6.6 pF). Replace it with the 9 pF capacitor (C1) removed in step 4.
16. Remove the can from L3 and remove C6 (5 pF).
17. Replace this capacitor with the 6.6 pF unit (C4).
18. Solder the shield cans onto L1, L2, and L3.
19. Install a .001 µF capacitor between L1 pin 1 and ground.
20. Install a 200-ohm, 1/8-watt resistor between L1 pin 1 and the (now vacant) pin 2. (Pin 2 will become a tie-point.)

21. Connect a small .001 μF capacitor between L1 pin 2 and ground.

22. Insert the transistor into the hole between L1 and L2. The leads should face away from the case. Do not remove the static discharge wire from the transistor at this time.

23. Ground pin 4 of the transistor.

![Fig. 1. P-33 receiver front-end modifications per W1RYL. Before and after circuits are shown in A and B.](image)

![Fig. 2. Conductive material must be removed as shown from both sides of the PC board under coil L1 for receiver front-end mods.](image)

---

**Table 1. Accessories for the P-33 available from Motorola.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB Permakay filter</td>
<td>NFN 6000 AS</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB Permakay filter</td>
<td>NFN 6000 AW</td>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning tool</td>
<td>66A847036</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube</td>
<td>type 6397</td>
<td>7.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual for:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-33BAM</td>
<td>68P81005A40-E</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-33BAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-23BAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-23BAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1875 Greenleaf Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007.
24. Connect lead 3 of the transistor to L1 pin 3.

25. Connect transistor lead 2 to L1 pin 2.

26. Connect transistor lead 1 to L2 pin 3.

27. Run a wire from L1 pin 1 to point A (see fig. 1). (Point A is between L11 and L9.)

28. Connect the inside conductor of the antenna coax cable to L1 pin 4 and ground the shield.

29. Remove the static-discharge wire from the transistor.

30. Retune the front end as described in the manual.

---

table 2. Capacitors to be added to the P-33 transmitter. (All are 500 Vdcw.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitance (pF)</th>
<th>Connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>V3 pin 1 to ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>V4 pin 4 to ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>V5 pin 1 to ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 20%</td>
<td>across L8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 20%</td>
<td>from one side of L9 to L9 center tap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 20%</td>
<td>from other side of L9 to L9 center tap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 20%</td>
<td>across L10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

increasing bandwidth

If you don’t know whether your receiver is wide or narrow band, look for a long, thin Permakay filter in the receiver section. If the receiver is a wideband unit, the filter will be numbered NFN 6000 AW. Narrowband receivers will have the number NFN 6000 AS.

If narrowband operation is used in your area, you’ll be delighted to know that most P-33s are narrowband. However, if your area uses the more common wideband deviation, start warming up the soldering iron.

1. Remove C54. This is a 2000-pF capacitor at the output of the Permakay filter. It’s located very close to the clamp that secures the control cable.

2. Connect a small 56k resistor between L30 discriminator can pin 10 and pin 6.

3. Connect another small 56k resistor between pins 8 and 9 of the same can, L30.

4. This step is optional (and expensive), but the change greatly improves receiver audio quality. Remove the narrowband filter (NFN 6000 AS) and replace it with the wideband version (NFN 6000 AW). See table 1.

To increase transmitter bandwidth, simply adjust the deviation pot (labeled IDC) for the appropriate level. This control is located near a small transformer (T1) on the transmitter board.

transmitter improvements

Getting the transmitter to operate on two meters is no major problem. If you want optimum performance from your unit, pad the transmitter with the components shown in table 2.

After you tune up the transmitter, check it for rf output. See table 3 for the power output to be expected from your unit. If output is low, very carefully retune the transmitter and power amplifier. Also adjust R35 for 28 mA at JU-1.
Table 3. Power output to be expected from H-23 and P-33 units with various power-supply conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H-23 Series</th>
<th>P-33 Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0 watt at full battery voltage (135 Vdc)</td>
<td>3 watts at 162 volts (dry cell nominal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8 watt at nominal battery voltage (120 Vdc)</td>
<td>4 watts at 180 volts (dry cell maximum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 watts at 240 volts (nicad batteries)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplier and driver checks

It's very difficult to find a tube checker to test the multiplier and driver chain, so check the 2E24 in the power-amplifier cage, even though this tube seemingly never needs changing. After you've made further steps, such as voltage checks, you can feel confident that the third doubler and drivers are at fault. This is a common problem with P-33s. All these tubes are 6397s, and they'll set you back a fat $7.84 each.

Why did they go bad? There are a couple of possible reasons. The 6397 has a quick-heating filament. After awhile, a filament may not heat as quickly as it should. While transmitting, the driver tubes may not be getting any excitation, and they'll blow. Thus, all three usually go in "domino" fashion.

Why did they go bad? There are a couple of possible reasons. The 6397 has a quick-heating filament. After awhile, a filament may not heat as quickly as it should. While transmitting, the driver tubes may not be getting any excitation, and they'll blow. Thus, all three usually go in "domino" fashion.

The second cause of tube failure is preventable. Some hams operate the P-33 directly from the car's ignition system. If a large enough voltage spike occurs, the 6397s will be zapped. Many fm'ers run their units like this with no trouble; then again, some aren't so lucky.

Power-supply improvements

In equipment such as the P-33BAM, the "M" denotes a nicad-battery supply. Likewise, a "C" denotes a dry-battery pack in a P-33BAC.

There's not much to say about the dry-battery pack, because it's merely a box. The nicad supply, however, is a 6/12-volt dc-to-dc converter. Nothing seems to go wrong with the inverter, but every P-33 owner should become an expert on the care of the nicad batteries. After all, a new set of nicads would cost you only $128.50! Used nicads can be obtained for about $15, though, thanks to the surplus emporiums.

It's impossible to give a complete discussion on nicads here, but the following is advisable. If the nicad pack is vented, each cell will have a rubber gasket and a screw at the top. Sometimes the electrolyte leaks out of the vent and solidifies. Simply clean off the entire battery with clear water and a toothbrush. Make sure the vents are screwed shut when cleaning. If electrolyte is needed, place approximately two potassium hydroxide (KOH) pellets into the required amount of water for each cell. Do not saturate the electrolyte. Mix the solution well before putting it into the cell. (This procedure isn't necessary for nonvented cells.)

Incidentally, some of the batteries made by Gulton (for Motorola) are labeled "Alkaline Batteries." These are actually nicads. The batteries made by NIFE are plainly labeled nicads.

Charging nicads

Measure the voltage of each cell. A fully charged cell should show 1.25 volts under load. If the cell shows zero volts, check it to determine if it's shorted. If so, the shorted cell should be replaced.
Each battery consists of five cells, and there are two batteries in the P-33. The H-23 has one battery, and the D-33 has none.

If you don’t have a charger, the circuit shown in fig. 3 will do the job nicely. An advantage of this circuit is that it will charge the batteries while they’re installed in the P-33. You can also simultaneously charge batteries and operate the rig, providing you have a regulated 12-Vdc source.

With S1 in the fast charge position, the batteries receive a 375-mA charge. Ten hours are required to charge the batteries at a 400-mA rate; however, when S1 is in the fast charge position, the circuit charges at 375 mA as a safety precaution. Thus if the battery is fully discharged it should be charged for 10 hours; if half discharged, it should be charged for 5 hours, etc. A word of caution is an order.

If S1 remains in the fast charge position too long, the nicads may explode.

When the batteries are fully charged, S1 may be placed to trickle charge. This will ensure fully charged batteries when you need them. The batteries can be trickle-charged continuously with no harmful effects. Discharged nicads should be recharged immediately after use. If you try to operate your P-33 on discharged nicads, the batteries might be permanently damaged.
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1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
   A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range. Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz (Specify when ordering) ........................................ $3.50
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5. OX OSCILLATOR
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deluxe mosfet converters for six and two meters

Since 1968 when the first mosfet amateur receiving converters were described in *Ham Radio*, many hams have had the opportunity to prove their worth. I know of 20 such converters operating in the Philadelphia area alone. While the original design was easy to construct and produced troublefree operation, a redesign using a printed-circuit board and the latest transistors further simplifies the project. By combining the experience of many users it is possible to direct the builder in customizing his own system.

High-performance vhf converters featuring gate-protected mosfet devices and simple construction.
choosing transistors

With the introduction of the gate-protected mosfet, most of the former problems with premature burnout are eliminated. At the time of this writing, there are three such transistors, the RCA 40673, 3N187 and 3N200. The 3N187 and 3N200 are basically the same as the 40673 but feature more tightly controlled operating characteristics. A list of protected and unprotected mosfets suitable for vhf use is given in table 1.

One disadvantage of the 40673, which may be overcome by using other mosfets, is the wide variation in characteristics that is possible. By selecting a 3N159 for the front end, the lowest noise figure is possible. Next in order of preference is the 3N140. This is also a good choice for the rf stage of the 6-meter unit and the second rf stage of the 2-meter converter. Performance comparable to the 3N140 is obtainable from Motorola's MFE3007. An RCA 40603 or Motorola MFE3006 would also be suitable as rf amplifier at 50 MHz. In the mixer — the least critical stage — lower gain transistors such as the 3N142 or MFE3008 are useful.

mosfet handling precautions

Since electrostatic charges can destroy the gate insulation on mos field-effect transistors, the devices must be handled with a certain amount of care. The following handling procedures are recommended:

1. Do not remove the external shorting

This six-meter mosfet converter has a 28-MHz i-f output. Note the zener regulator and large voltage-dropping resistor. The crystal is a small HC-18 type.
wire until all components are wired into the circuit.

2. Use a soldering iron with a grounded tip (3 wire).

3. If any components must be added or removed, short the mosfet leads before proceeding.

4. If possible, isolate test equipment probes with a capacitor; some test equipment, usually old, has high voltages present which will destroy the transistors.

The RCA 40673, 3N187 or 3N200 do not have an external shorting spring because they are internally protected against low energy charges. However, precautions 2 and 4 still apply. Mosfets from Motorola such as the MFE 3007 are built differently and have higher breakdown voltages — one experienced user told me he experiences much less trouble with these. My own personal problems with mosfets have been few, but good clean living helps.

Both converters shown in this article are basically the same as the original

![Circuit Diagram](image)

**fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the deluxe mosfet two-meter converter.** R1, for best noise figure, should be 33k; for maximum gain, 47k; for minimum cross modulation, 10k. Components given in parts list are for 28-MHz output.

L1 5 turns no. 16, ¼" diameter, tapped 1 ½ turn from ground, air wound

L2 4 turns no. 22, ¼" diameter, air wound

L3 3 turns no. 22, ¼" diameter, air wound

L4 0.68 μH (J. W. Miller 4S90)

L5 2.38 – 3.96 μH (J. W. Miller 20A336RBI) with 3-turns no. 26 output link

L6 5 turns no. 22, ¼" diameter, air wound

---

**table 1. Operating characteristics of mosfets suitable for vhf converters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>protected type</th>
<th>40673</th>
<th>3N187</th>
<th>3N200 or 3N159</th>
<th>3N159</th>
<th>TA7153*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>closest unprotected equivalent</td>
<td>3N140</td>
<td>3N140</td>
<td>TA7153</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum operating frequency</td>
<td>400 MHz</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical power gain at 200 MHz</td>
<td>18 dB</td>
<td>18 dB</td>
<td>19 dB</td>
<td>18 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical noise figure at 200 MHz</td>
<td>3.0 dB</td>
<td>3.5 dB</td>
<td>3.0 dB</td>
<td>2.5 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum noise figure at 200 MHz</td>
<td>6.0 dB</td>
<td>4.5 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>3.5 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical power gain at 400 MHz</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>12.5 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>14 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>typical noise figure at 400 MHz</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4.5 dB</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>4.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disadvantages</td>
<td>wide tolerances</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>unprotected gates</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

na indicates information is not available

*not distributed through normal channels

---
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design,\textsuperscript{1,2} although dual-gate mosfets are used throughout. One of the big advantages of the dual-gate configuration is that the converter may be optimized for gain, noise figure or cross-modulation resistance by changing one resistor, R\textsubscript{1}. This resistor, from gate 2 of the first rf stage to ground, should be 10\text{k} for lowest cross modulation, 33\text{k} for best noise signal reception is impractical. A single rf stage almost completely eliminates the effect.

The cost of unmatched hot-carrier diodes and their associated circuitry is four to five times more than the mosfet equivalent, and matched diode assemblies are even more expensive. From my experience, I feel that hot-carrier diodes should be reserved for higher frequency converters and other applications.

The oscillator of the two-meter converter has been upgraded by using a crystal at the injection frequency. This has the advantage of reducing the number of images. The higher cost of the crystal is compensated by reducing the number of components in the circuit.

The back-to-back diodes at the input are a very controversial subject. The amateur experiments with a hot-carrier-diode balanced mixer instead of the dual-gate mosfet were interesting. I found that unless the diodes were matched, there was no clear reduction in cross modulation over the mosfet stage.\textsuperscript{*} In the presence of extremely strong signals, the two-rf-stage converter will have reduced gain – possibly to the point where weak

\*The experiment was conducted on two meters, with a 3N141 mosfet mixer, and a hot-carrier-diode mixer using Hewlett-Packard HP2900 diodes.

Bottom view of the six-meter converter with 14-MHz output. Coils have been mounted on this side to conserve space.
fig. 2. Circuit diagram for the deluxe mosfet six-meter converter. Components with an asterisk are for operation from higher voltages (see text). Components in parts list are for 28-MHz output.

Top view of the two-meter converter. A special crystal is used in this model, but the more common HC-18 will fit equally well.
with a kilowatt (on any band) is going to need some protection, and the built-in diodes on the 40673 may not be enough. While 1N100s or 1N916s may protect to use sequential relays on the same band, and to disconnect the converter when operating high power on other bands. The printed-circuit boards will accommodate the input diodes if you want to include them.

Layouts for the printed-circuit boards are shown in figs. 3 and 4. These boards

Bottom view of the two-meter converter. Stability of the first stage can be improved by mounting the antenna coil vertically, 90° to L2.
have been designed to include a 15-volt Zener regulator and voltage-drop resistor in case you don’t have a convenient power supply. The value of the voltage-dropping resistor can be calculated on the basis of total current drain of 40 to 50 mA.

The printed-circuit design allows for a variety of components. For example, you can use an HC-6, HC-18 or HC-35 crystal holder. The trimmer capacitors may be replaced by feedthrough types if you want. And, except for L2 in the six-meter converter, the printed-circuit-type coils can be replaced by feedthrough equivalents. If you want to operate from a 12-volt source, replace the coupling resistors in the rf stages with 1.5 μH chokes in the two-meter unit, and a 6.8 μH choke in the six-meter converter.

tuneup

All tuned circuits except the output tank may be checked with a grid-dip oscillator. Dip the oscillator tank circuit a few MHz higher than the crystal frequency. Apply power and tune up on the band. In some converters the first two experiments showed that a simple shield between L1 and L2 helped stabilize the amplifier. The circuit may also be stabilized by broadbanding with a 2200-ohm resistor across L2.

The noise figure of this design has been measured from 2.3 to 3.0 dB, depending on tuning and individual difference between components. If you select transistors for noise figure, you can obtain somewhat better noise performance. I observed noise figures less than 2 dB at an East Coast VHF Conference in 1969.

I would like to thank Mike Ward, WB2YJK, Joe Bennett, WB2FDL, and Steve Wojcik for their contributions to this article.
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troubleshooting
the
ST-6 RTTY
demodulator

Complete troubleshooting instructions are given along with voltage measurements and theory of operation.

The article on the ST-6 in the January issue was somewhat general in scope. There are several topics remaining which are of interest to the serious enthusiast, including voltage charts, trouble-shooting comments and more detailed analysis of circuit operation.

**Voltage Measurements.** These were all made with a Heathkit vtvm with the standard 10 megohm dc probe. The power supply had ±12.0 volts output. On each op amp, the voltages at pin 4 were about -11.9 volts, and at pin 7, about +11.9 volts. If you are reasonably close to these measurements and the ones that follow, you should expect normal operation in that part of the circuit. Other voltage measurements are shown in table 1.

Some latitude on these measurements is acceptable. The voltage with mark signal at test point 2 might vary from unit to unit, but should be 6 to 9 volts. All measurements on U1 should be pretty close to those given. On U2 most of the measurements will be pretty close; if the voltage at pin 6 is not between 7.5 to 9
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volts, adjust resistor R'D' as explained later. On U3 the measurements will be very close again, with voltages at pins 2, 3 and 6 slightly less than at pin 6 of U2. U4 should be quite close to these. On U5 the voltages at pins 2 and 3 may vary a little, but the rest should be very close. On U6 and U7 the voltages should be pretty close to those shown in table 1.

On Q1, the voltages at the base should match very closely, although those on the collector can vary some. That is, with a mark signal, you might get from 0.5 to 2.0 volts; the voltage on space will depend on your loop supply and transformer, but probably will be between 140 and 200 volts. Q2 and Q2 voltages should match closely. The voltage on the base and emitter of Q3 may vary somewhat. The voltage on the collector of Q4 may be anything from almost zero to 0.2 volts. The voltages on Q5 and Q6 should be about the same as those in table 1. On Q7 the collector voltage with mark signal will be from almost zero to 0.2 volts, and the voltage on space might be anything from 8 to 10 volts.

troubleshooting

The first thing to check is power supply output; make sure you are getting close to ±12 volts. Then start with the U1 stage. Disconnect the input to the ST-6 and balance the pot for 0 Vdc output; then connect the input and insert a mark signal. Check the voltage at test point 2; it should be around 7 to 9 volts. Check the voltage at test point 3, it should also be around 7 to 9 volts. If more than 9 or less than 7, you might want to change resistor R'D' on U2 until you get close to but not more than 9 volts. Then pick an appropriate capacitor for C'C' from table 2.

By keeping the voltage close to 9 Vdc maximum dynamic range will be obtained for limiterless linear operation. If the voltage at test point 3 is allowed to exceed 9 volts, the input to U4 could (with RTTY being received) go higher than 4.5 volts and possibly damage U4, as the maximum differential input voltage for a 709C op amp is 5.0 volts.

If the output at test point 3 is around 8 or 9 volts, then the output at pin 6 of U4 should be approximately +10.8 volts. This should cause the printer to stay in mark. With a signal, the motor should have come on within 4 or 5 seconds or less; if not, the autostart system is not working properly or has not been adjusted correctly.

theory of operation

automatic printer control. Let's approach this from two different aspects. Let's say we have been printing an incoming signal; just this instant it quit and we are getting random noise from the receiver - the motor is still running and the receive lamp is still on.

With a random noise input, the voltage at test point 2 will vary from one moment to the next, but in any event it should be less than the 7.5 volts or so you had when the signal was present. Thus, the fixed bias on the non-inverting input of U5 will be greater than that coming to pin 2 of U5. (The two 68k resistors, R66 and R67 reduce the voltage at test point 2 to one-half so that the 5.0 volt input limit of U5 will not be exceeded.) Thus U5 is now controlled by the voltage at pin 3, and the output is approximately +11 volts. This is passed by CR27 and charges the 350 μF capacitor C21 through R61.

Since C21 is in parallel with a resistor network, the capacitor takes 0.8 to 1.0 second to charge. As it charges, the voltage at terminal 3 of U6 rises to about 4.7 volts. As it goes above the 2.2 volt fixed bias level on pin 2, it takes charge of U6, which then flips to positive output of about +11 volts. This is blocked by CR25 but passed by CR24, and applied to the standby line, which causes Q1 to conduct and puts the printer into mark-hold.

At the same time, the 20-μF capacitor
C20 no longer has any voltage to keep it charged, so its 9- to 10-volt charge starts to bleed off slowly. When it has dropped to less than -0.6 or -0.7 volts, Q3, Q4 and Q5 stop conducting, causing the relay to open and the motor to turn off.

At this time Q6 conducts, pulling about the same current through the 500-ohm resistor R47 that the relay had been pulling through Q5. Thus the drain on the power supply remains rather constant, and better regulation is possible. In fact, at the time this particular part of the circuit was developed I had not intended

---

Test point 2: Mark signal, 170 shift discriminator 7.8 Vdc; input to ST-6 disconnected, 0 volts.
to use any type of regulation in the power supply at all.

For the next configuration we have the motor off, and there is no signal. Now we suddenly get a signal into the ST-6. The voltage at test point 2 goes to approximately 7.5 volts. This becomes around 3.8 volts at pin 2 of U5 and as this is somewhat more than the fixed bias (3.2 volts) at pin 3, the output switches from +11 volts to -11 volts. (Pin 2 is called the "inverting input," and a positive signal becomes negative at the output.)

This voltage is blocked by CR27, so the 350-pF capacitor C21 starts to bleed off through R59 and R60.

As the voltage at pin 3 falls lower than about 2.2 volts, the fixed bias on pin 2 takes over, and the output of U6 flips from positive to negative output. This is blocked by CR24, so now the standby system is removed and the printer is free to follow the incoming signal. At the same time the negative output of U6 is passed by CR25, so the 20-pF capacitor C20 is quickly charged through the current-limiting resistor R55.

As this happens, Q3, Q4 and Q5 all conduct, closing the relay and turning the motor on. This causes Q6 to stop conducting, so again the current in this part of the circuit is similar to what it had been when the relay was not being used.

At this point it is worthwhile to mention how the circuit could be changed to a "fail-safe" type. The relay would be activated any time the motor was supposed to be off (the back contacts on the relay would be used for the motor), and if the relay or any part of the ST-6 failed, the motor would come on automatically. However, with solid-state circuits there is not too much reason to worry about a fail-safe system.

fast-slow switch. This consists of a 150-μF capacitor C22 in series with the 350-μF C21. The total capacitance in "fast" then becomes about 85 μF, and the circuit responds in about one-fourth the normal time, making attended fast-break operation possible, yet retaining the features of automatic printer control. Switch section S4B operates at the same time to keep the motor running. This type of circuit is not suitable for unattended operation due to the short time constants.

anti-space. This circuit is quite interesting, and some knowledge of how it works is beneficial. Basically it puts the printer back to markhold if the input signal goes to space for longer than a normal RTTY character. This also prevents the autostart from activating if a signal appears in the space channel. Therefore, if a station is playing around with his shift and going between mark and space, your machine will not run open.

With a mark signal a positive voltage will appear at the output of U4, causing Q7 to conduct. Its collector then goes to less than 0.2 volts, effectively short-circuiting the 10-μF capacitor C19. The 330-ohm resistor R40 is there to limit current through the transistor as it suddenly shorts this capacitor. The voltage at pin 3 of U7 now becomes approximately 0.1 volt or less, and the 2.5 volts fixed bias on pin 2 takes over, putting negative voltage out of U7. This is blocked by CR21 and CR22, so nothing at all happens.

With a space signal the output of U4 negative, so Q7 stops conducting and is biased off, the voltage held to -0.7 by the protective diode CR20 in its base. The 10-
μF capacitor is now charged to about 9 volts. This becomes about 4.0 at pin 3 of U7 as the network is provided to keep this less than the 5.0 volts maximum allowable input. It will take about a quarter-second for the voltage at pin 3 to build up more than the 2.5 volts fixed bias on pin 3. When it does, U7 flips to positive output, and the voltage is passed by both CR21 and CR22. CR21 goes to the standby line, and puts the printer into markhold. At the same time the voltage through CR22 goes to the automatic printer control line and starts to charge up the 350-μF capacitor C21. This will take 0.8 to 1 second, putting the system into "autostart off."

As this happens much faster than the incoming signal could discharge that capacitor, the motor would never turn on should an incoming space signal be received, and if a signal suddenly goes to space after printing authentic RTTY, the autostart would soon be disabled, and 20 to 30 seconds later the motor would turn off. The anti-space works equally well whether the limiter or autostart are on or off, or whether the incoming signal is being "straddle-tuned" due to incorrect shift.

No provisions were provided to disable the anti-space. However, if you need this feature for any reason, just short the collector of Q7 to ground. A switch could be permanently added for this purpose, if needed.

fsk output. With nothing connected to the J3 keyer jack, the voltage there should swing from approximately −35 volts on mark to +35 volts on space. Without the 12k resistor R31, this voltage would be around 70 volts or so, which is enough to destroy most germanium diodes used in typical fsk circuits. When the fsk system is plugged into J3, the current on conduction is held to 4 or 5 mA by the 8.2k resistor R30, offering suitable saturation for good keying of the transmitter.

the threshold corrector. I have not said much about this circuit, and indeed it is complex enough to merit a complete article of its own. Perhaps a few words will help you understand its operation. If a steady mark signal is present, the voltage at test point 3 will be about 8.5 volts. Let's call this 8.0 volts for the time being. This voltage would charge C6 and also be passed by CR10, eventually going through R18, R19 and CR13 to ground. Thus, the voltage at the input of the normal-reverse switch would be roughly 4.0 volts. (There is another network in the normal-reverse switch which further drops this 4.0 volts to 2.0 volts at pin 3 of U4; this will be explained in a moment.)

With steady mark of 8.0 volts, the output of the atc section is 4.0 volts and the input to U4 is 2.0 volts. If you now flipped suddenly to space, you should get the same 8.0 volts at test point 3; however it would now be −8.0 volts. This would be passed by CR11, and on to ground through R19, R18 and CR12, again putting −4.0 volts at the output of the atc system. This negative −8.0 volts would also charge C5.

The interesting thing that happens on a quick reversal such as this, however, is that the previously charged capacitor C6 now discharges, adding another −8.0 volts to the system, which is reduced to 4.0 volts by the action of R18 and R19; thus you get the −4.0 volts from test point 3, plus this capacitor discharge voltage of an additional −4.0, making a total voltage at the output of the atc system of −8.0 volts.

With steady input of mark or space, you would have half that voltage appearing at the output of the atc circuit, but with steady reversals (RTTY characters), the voltage on the output would be approximately equal to the original input. Therefore, the new voltage at the input of U4 would be about 4.0 volts. The reason for the 220k resistor network now becomes more apparent, if you remember that the input of U4 cannot safely exceed 5.0 volts.

If copying mark-only signals but with RTTY reversals, it can be shown that the voltage at test point 3 would be roughly
+8.0 volts for mark and close to zero volts for space if you assume for a moment that the system doesn't particularly respond to noise alone. In this case you would have an on-off voltage instead of the plus-minus swing previously mentioned with normal two-channel RTTY.

I could show that the voltage at the output of the atc would go from +4.0 to about -4.0 volts and the voltage at the input of U4, instead of being ±4.0 volts with normal RTTY, would be ±2.0 volts with mark-only RTTY. Since the slicer is operated in an open-loop configuration, anything more than a few microvolts plus-and-minus will cause it to operate suitably. The important thing is to keep the information properly centered plus-and-minus, not how much it swings one way or the other.

The atc is a most fascinating circuit, and goes a great way in counteracting for signals that drift, for shifts that are incorrect, and even to some extent, for signals that have distortion on them when received.

An important thing most RTTY enthusiasts overlook is the diversity effect offered by such a system, as it actually samples both the mark and the space signal and uses either or both to provide proper information to the slicer. A system such as that used in the ST-6 actually offers diversity reception with only one antenna, one receiver and one converter. At one time commercial stations had to go to dual-diversity reception to allow for selective fading. This required two antennas, two receivers and two converters that fed into a diversity combiner. All this duplication was beyond the ability of most amateurs (and many commercial and military installations as well) so other means of improving the signal had to be found. The atc represents one of the best of such solutions.

Another system which is much more sophisticated but built around the same concept is called dtc (decision threshold computer) and was patented by Page Engineering for use on the Dew-line defense system. As long as the limiter is used, for all practical purposes atc works as well as dtc. With the limiter off, the dtc has some advantages, particularly in slow hand-speed transmission, but it does not work well at all if mark-only handsent transmissions are being used. (Neither system works well on slow-speed space only.)

Thus, from a practical standpoint atc was selected for the ST-6 rather than dtc. With the simple linear discriminators used in the ST-6 (and most TT/L-2 units), limiterless copy has little to offer. You also lose stability of tuning indicator information, whether using the meter or an external scope, and you lose the ability to include automatic printer control. Finally, with low voltage solid-state circuits, the dtc is not at all practical in the form most amateurs have seen it.

I did develop a dtc system for 12-volt systems, but it took a total of 8 op amps, and to be compatible, you would have to add active detector circuits that require two more op amps. All this seemed too stiff a penalty to pay for the occasional limiterless operation an individual might use. If going to that extra work, then it seemed silly to retain simple linear discriminators. As a consequence, the ST-6 is presented in a form that represents excellent performance, with practical considerations rather than going for the very complex unit that could have been designed. As an example, if you were to build a really top-of-the-line unit with sharp mark and space filters (three toroids each) then you would find it difficult to use the unit at all if somebody's shift were off a little bit. As you are no doubt aware, few amateurs actually are within 50 Hz of 850 to start with, so practical considerations almost immediately rule out using first-rate filters anyway. Other examples could be used to show why, with present circumstances, you might not want such a unit even if it was offered.

no automatic printer control. While I think you ought to build the ST-6 pretty much as presented, some people still insist they do not need the autostart.
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features. They would probably not want the anti-space either in this case, in order to save additional construction costs. The ST-6 was laid out so that all you need for similar performance is a loop supply, a ±12 volt supply, the U1, U2, U3, U4 and Q1 circuitry, and a switch from the collector of Q1 to ground for standby. That would do it. If that is still more than you need for RTTY work, forget the ST-6 and build the ST-5 presented in the September, 1970 issue of ham radio.  

summary

For those of you interested in learning more about solid-state circuits, this brief review should help. In any event you will better understand how the ST-6 works and what the various systems are supposed to do. It has taken me about six years of development to reach this phase, and there were many interesting thoughts picked up along the way. I feel the ST-6 will not be obsoleted or antiquated in any way for some years to come, although some designers may wish to use more exotic filters, or newer op amps, or add digital logic for autoprint.

Incidentally, Sel-cal devices attach to the ST-6 with only a 10k resistor and a silicon diode. Since only a few dozen of the Selcal units have been built, write to me if you need that information. Large, easy-to-read schematics are still available from me for $1, postpaid anywhere in the USA or Canada; add $1 for air mail to other areas. Over 400 amateurs have requested schematics as of this writing, so it seems evident that the ST-6 promises to be one of the most popular RTTY demodulators of all time.
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Now available in kit form for even greater value.

HAL TOUCHCODER II
KIT
$55.00

Complete parts kit, excluding keyboard, for the W4UX CW code typer. All circuitry on one 3 x 6" G10 glass PC board. Plug-in IC sockets. Optional FM repeater ID, contest ID, and RTTY features available. Keyboard $25.00. Shipping extra. Write for full details.

HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD

Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC's in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

DOUBLE BALANCED MODULATOR KIT

For the DBM in March 1970 Ham Radio
7/8 x 2" drilled G10 glass PC board
4 HP-2800 hot carrier diodes matched by HAL.
2 Indiana General CF102-01 toroids.
Wire and instructions included. $6.50
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Generates 50 KHz or 25 KHz markers from 100 KHz oscillator (not supplied)
Drilled 1 x 2" G10 glass PC board
Strong markers to 148 MHz. Divides any signal up to 2MHz by 2 or 4. $4.25 kit form.

HAL MAINLINE ST-6 RTTY TU

Complete parts kit for the W6FFC ST-6 now includes all parts except cabinet. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features. Plug-in IC sockets. Custom transformer by Thordarson for both supplies, 115/230V, 50-60Hz. $135.00 kit. Wired units available. Shipping extra. Write for details.

HAL MAINLINE ST-5 RTTY TU

ST-5 kit now includes drilled G10 glass boards, custom Thordarson transformer, meter and metering components. Boards accept both round and DIP 709 IC's. $50.00. Less boards, meter & meter components $37.50. Boards only $6.00. Shipping extra.

HAL MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK OSC

HAL now offers a parts kit for the AK-1 AFSK osc. Drilled G10 glass PC board plugs into 12 pin edge connector for compatibility with the HAL ST-6, or for ease of use alone. Requires 12vdc. $27.50. Shipping extra. Write for parts list.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Postage is not included in the prices of HAL products. Please add 50¢ on small parts orders, and $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping is via UPS when possible, and via insured parcel post otherwise. Please give a street address.
HAL DEVICES, Box 365H, Urbana, Illinois 61801
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thinking in sections

The important thing about 1-2-3-4 Servicing is the way you think. You have to think of electronic equipment in an orderly fashion. For that purpose, all electronic devices are split up into four logical divisions. They are sections, stages, circuits, and parts.

First, you think sections. Take a ham receiver, for example. It has an rf section, i-f section, audio section, and power supply section. These are sketched for you in fig. 1. You might be tempted to break it down further, but these are the breakdowns you use for 1-2-3-4 Servicing.

A transmitter divides up into the speech or audio section, rf generating section, modulated rf section, rf power section, and power supply section. If the transmitter is ssb, there is also a frequency-change section. Transmitter sections are illustrated in fig. 1, too, and the comparison with the sections of a receiver may help you see what sections really are.

The distinction that identifies a section is simple: A section handles only one kind of signal.

In a receiver, for example, the rf section handles incoming stations. The i-f section amplifies the station signal only after it has been heterodyned down to the intermediate frequency of the receiver. The audio section handles voice signals alone, after they have been demodulated from the i-f signal.

In a transmitter, as long as audio (voice or speech) is by itself the audio section handles it. The rf signal, as long as it’s alone, is in the rf-generating section. Once modulated, the signal is handled by a different section. If the transmitter is ssb, a frequency-changing section takes the modulated signal and changes its frequency to the transmitting frequency. Once the modulated signal is at the output frequency, an rf power section boosts it.

That’s how you can identify sections in any kind of electronic gear. When the signal changes character, consider it as going into a different section.
stage by stage

The second division you think of for 1-2-3-4 Servicing is stages. Sections are divided into stages.

For example, the rf section of a ham receiver has at least three stages. They're shown in fig. 2A. There may be more than one rf amplifier stage. A stage usually comprises one tube or one transistor and the parts that go with it. A stage either generates or amplifies or interfaces the rf section to the i-f section. The stage that creates the character change in the signal is an interface stage. The detector or demodulator following the i-f amplifier stages is an interface stage. It extracts the voice signal that is part of the i-f signal. Once demodulation takes place, there is no more i-f signal — only the voice or audio signal. So the detector stage interfaces the i-f section to the audio section. Amplifier stages

![Diagram](image1)

fig. 1. Sectionalizing ham equipment helps track down faults. Sections of different kinds of equipment are amazingly alike — if you learn the sections of one it's easy to divide up other electronic gear in this way.

alters a signal.

Inside this rf section, the oscillator stage produces a plain rf signal. The rf amp gives a boost to the signal picked up by the antenna (which can also be considered a stage). Both signals go to the mixer. That stage changes the character of the rf signals, mixing them together and coming up with a signal at some intermediate frequency (their difference).

The i-f signal still has the station modulation that was on the rf signal. But the character of the signal has changed. It takes a different kind of stage to handle it. So the mixer stage has introduced the signal from the rf section into the i-f section.

The mixer stage, though officially part of the rf section, is an interface stage. It in the audio section handle only audio signals.

If you want to carry the idea further, the speaker is a stage of the audio section. Actually, it's an interface stage between the audio section and the air. It converts the electronic audio signal into audible sound waves. That's what any interface stage does: change the nature of the signal between two sections.

An interface stage is always considered part of the section preceding. Sometimes it takes signals from more than one stage, as the mixer does in the rf section of a receiver.

Or, a stage may interface more than two sections. Fig. 2B has an example of this. This is the stage-by-stage division of an ssb transmitter. Stages are grouped...
into sections so you can see the relationships. The voice section and rf-generating section are interfaced with the first frequency-change section by the modulator stage.

The voice section has two stages. The rf generator section (which can be called the carrier section in an ssb transmitter) also has two: the carrier oscillator and the modulator. It's customary to consider the modulator as an rf stage rather than a voice or audio stage, even though it involves both kinds of signals. The modulator takes the two signals and transforms them into a modulated rf signal. That calls for a different section, so the modulator is an interface stage.

The first converter stage interfaces the first frequency-change section to the second. This ssb transmitter uses double conversion to arrive at the output frequency. The amplifier stage in the second frequency-change section is called an i-f amp. (In a few transceivers, it's the same i-f amp used during receiving.)

The modulated i-f signal goes to the second converter, the interface stage between the second frequency-change section and the rf power section. A second conversion oscillator stage furnishes the unmodulated signal for conversion. The output of the second converter is a modulated rf signal at the output frequency.

All that remains is to amplify the output signal to full output power of the transmitter and feed it to the antenna. The rf power amps and antenna are stages of the rf power section.

**what a circuit really is**

That should give you a good idea how
fig. 3. Identifying circuits in tube and transistor stages. Among circuit not shown here are feedback circuits (such as in an oscillator) and power-supply decoupling circuits (which aren't always drawn on schematics).

to think in sections and stages. Be sure you understand these divisions, because they’re important in applying 1-2-3-4 Servicing.

The third logical division of electronic equipment is the circuit. Many hams — and a lot of technicians, too — think of circuits as being the things just described as stages. That’s confusing. Actually, stages are made up of circuits.

Remember, a stage is a tube or transistor and the parts that go with it. Those parts are connected into circuits. There’s an input circuit and an output circuit; a grid circuit, plate circuit, cathode circuit, and perhaps a screen circuit; a base circuit, emitter circuit, and collector circuit; there may be a feedback circuit, a tuned circuit, and so on. Any given tube or transistor stage has several circuits.

What you name the circuits depends on how you’re considering the stage. For example, the tube and transistor stages in fig. 3 have both dc and signal circuits identified for you. Solid arrows are for dc, and dashed arrows for signals.

The input circuit in both stages is C1 and R1. C1 is the input coupling capacitor, R1 the input load.

The output circuit for the tube is T1, C4, and C3. T1 and C4 are a tuned circuit that is the main load, and C3 is the load decoupling or bypass part of the circuit.

At the same time, the plate dc circuit
includes the primary winding of T1. The whole plate dc circuit is through R3 and T1. Thus some components must be involved in your thinking for more than one circuit.

Indeed, some components are in more than one circuit. Resistor R3, for instance, is in the screen dc circuit as well as in the plate dc circuit. In troubleshooting, you'd naturally expect a bad R3 to affect both dc circuits. And it would.

By the same token, R1 in the transistor stage is part of the input circuit for signals. Yet, at the same time it's part of the base dc circuit; it's part of divider R1-R2 which sets base bias. Resistor R4 is the output load, and is also in the dc collector circuit.

Two bypass or decoupling circuits are invisible in fig. 3B. Anytime a B-plus or B-minus connection is shown in a schematic, you must remember that it includes a filter capacitor, which is usually in the power supply. But it is part of the signal circuit of any stage fed from that leg or branch of the power supply.

When troubleshooting, don't ignore this bypass circuit. In fig. 3B a filter capacitor is part of the output load circuit, forming the ground return for signal at the bottom of R4. The bypass capacitor at the B-minus end of R2 makes R2 a part of the input load, in parallel with R1.

what makes up a circuit?

Of course the answer to that question is parts. You've already seen that, in my description of what a circuit is. And parts are the fourth division of electronic equipment.

One secret of 1-2-3-4 Servicing is this manner of thinking. You consider all electronic equipment in terms of these four divisions. You think of a receiver or transmitter as divided into sections. The sections, you think of as divided into stages. Stages are in turn divided into circuits, and those are divided into individual parts.

The four steps of thinking are, therefore: sections, stages, circuits, and parts.

Once you've learned to think of your ham gear as made up of sections, stages, circuits, and parts, you can use those divisions in an exceptionally logical way when trouble occurs. Here's how the 1-2-3-4 Servicing method works.

The first step is diagnosis. You diagnose which section of the faulty instrument has the trouble in it. There are three main helps to diagnosis.

One is to know the equipment. Be familiar with it. Study the schematic and read the instruction manual. Read books about it. Gain knowledge of it through experience. Once you're familiar with a receiver or transmitter, you know what sections it has. That aids diagnosis. For example, if a transmitter puts out rf, but not modulated, you know the trouble must be in the voice section.

Another approach to diagnosis is inspection. Look inside the unit. Listen to a receiver. Or listen to the relays of a transmitter. Or listen for some unnatural sound like a resistor or transformer frying or something arcing. Sniff, and sometimes touch — perhaps to sense overheating. In other words, use your senses to inspect the unit. They may help you diagnose which section has trouble.

And of course you diagnose by observing symptoms. Is the unit completely dead? Does some portion of it work? Some one function not work right? Do the operating controls work as they're supposed to? How about service adjustments? Such analysis of symptoms can point strongly to which section of a transmitter or receiver is bad.

the second step

Once you diagnose the faulty section, your next step is to locate the defective stage. Since you already know the faulty section, you have only a few stages to check. Instead of checking a whole set—full of stages, you check only two or three — those in the section you diagnosed.

You might locate the faulty stage by observing symptoms, or by noticing how certain controls react. But more likely you'll use instruments.
You already know there are two ways to look at stages. They are dc-operated, and they handle signals. You can test them for either kind of operation. You can inject a signal at the input of a stage and see how it travels through the remainder of the set. Or, you can use a tracer to see how far a signal gets, to see what stage stops it or distorts it or somehow fouls it up.

Or, you can measure dc voltages on stages in the section you’ve diagnosed as faulty. If you find a stage with dc voltages upset, you’ve located the faulty one. (One thing about this: if several transistor stages are dc coupled, the first one you measure may not be the truly bad one. You may have to “inject” dc voltages at strategic points to find out which stage is causing the trouble.

isolating the circuit

The third step of 1-2-3-4 Servicing is isolating the defective circuit. You may have done it already with some of your locating procedures.

For example, you may have traced a signal in a receiver as far as the collector of one stage but find it missing at the base of the next. You’ve located the faulty stage or stages; but, what’s more, you’ve also isolated the faulty circuit. It’s the circuit between the collector of one stage and the base of the next. That can only be the coupling circuit.

But even if you have no idea what circuit is bad, you have only a few to test. That’s because you’ve eliminated those in other stages and sections by the first two steps. You now have to test only the circuits in one or at most two stages.

Signal tracing or injection both work for input, output, and coupling circuits. You can try adjusting tuned circuits; if they don’t respond, they must be faulty. You can put a signal across decoupling and bypass circuits; the signal should be almost wiped out. Or, you can measure signal across them; it should be near zero.

You can use dc voltage tests. In a tube stage, you measure voltages in the plate, screen, grid, and cathode circuits. Keep in mind as you do that the grid affects all those others. If the voltages all are wrong, check for a problem in the grid circuit.

In a transistor stage, the collector, base, and emitter dc circuits are the ones to check voltages in. Remember that the base controls collector voltage through its influence on current through the transistor.

If the transistor is a field-effect type, the voltages to measure are at the drain, the source, and the gate. The gate affects the drain voltage through its control on current through the channel.

pinning down trouble

The fourth and final step in 1-2-3-4 Servicing is pinpointing the faulty part. The job has by now been simplified almost to the point of no effort. Once you have the faulty circuit isolated, there are very few parts to think about. Even if you aren’t sure which of two circuits is bad, the number of parts is small.

You can extend the tests you used in step three. You can make signal and dc tests that pinpoint the faulty part. You may have already done so during step three. For example, when you isolated the faulty coupling circuit, there’s only one part so it’s the bad one. That happens with other circuits, too.

But there are so few parts involved in this final step of 1-2-3-4 Servicing, you can freely succumb to individual parts tests. You’ve gained so much efficiency through the first three steps, this may be the quickest way to finish up. You can test most parts with your voltmeter or ohmmeter. (If you don’t know how, I can tell you in a later repair bench.) Or, if you have a resistor-capacitor tester, a transistor tester, etc., use them.

Another fast way to test ordinary parts is by substitution. You can probably find what you need in your junk box.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Steps for 1-2-3-4 servicing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DIAGNOSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(section)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Inspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Observe symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **LOCATE** | A. Observe symptoms |
| (stage) | 1. Dead or operating poorly |
| | 2. Controls and adjustments |
| B. Signal tests | 1. Injection |
| | - Signal generators |
| | - Finger (tubes only) |
| | - From similar set |
| C. Voltage tests | 2. Tracing |
| | - Oscilloscope |
| | - Vtvm and probe |
| | - Signal tracer |

| **ISOLATE** | A. Signal tests |
| (circuit) | 1. Input circuit |
| | 2. Output circuit |
| | 3. Bypass circuits |
| | 4. Tuned circuits |
| | 5. Feedback circuits |
| B. Dc voltage tests | 1. Tube |
| | - Plate |
| | - Screen |
| | - Cathode |
| | - Grid |
| | Grid affects these |
| 2. Bipolar transistor |
| | - Collector |
| | - Base |
| | - Emitter |
| 3. Field-effect transistor |
| | - Drain |
| | - Gate |
| | - Source |

| **PINPOINT** | A. Signal tests |
| (part) | 1. Tracing |
| (parts in signal circuits) | 2. Injection |
| B. Dc voltage tests | 1. In-line voltage tests |
| | (Use Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws) |
| | 2. Tests in nearby circuits |
| | (For parts connected between) |
| | 3. Remember interaction |
| | - Grid affects plate, screen, cathode |
| | - Base affects collector and emitter |
| | - Gate affects drain and source |
| C. Individual parts tests | 1. With special testers |
| | 2. With volts and ohms tests |
| D. Substitution | (Limit to common, inexpensive parts) |
Or, some manufacturers make substitution testers (fig. 4) that include capacitors and resistors of many values, some diodes, some electrolytics, and so on. Except for expensive parts, substitution is a good bet, even if you have to keep a small stock of typical values.

fig. 4. Commercially built parts substitutor saves carrying an inventory of small parts for test purposes.

summing up

Now you can understand the chart in table 1. If you looked at it before reading how to apply 1-2-3-4 Servicing, it may not have made much sense. But it summarizes the steps of 1-2-3-4 Servicing as you apply them to troubles in your own equipment.

There's nothing mysterious about this method. If you're really efficient at finding trouble that occurs in your gear, you probably already use some version of this technique. If not, however, this logical approach can make troubleshooting easier than you ever thought possible.

To jog your memory for the method and how to apply it, you may want to cut out or copy the more complete chart in table 2. It gives you a thorough outline of the whole process and the means by which you can accomplish it. With it, you can apply 1-2-3-4 Servicing to any piece of ham gear you own.

next time . . .

Speaking of letters from you readers,

I've really got a lot of them about using a sweep generator down in the low frequencies. In the very next repair bench I'll tell you how.

To get ready for it, I suggest you go back and review the earlier one about using a sweep generator and scope. I won't repeat much of the general information that tells how to set up the generator and scope for sweep alignment. That way, I spend most of my next repair bench explaining the techniques of sweeping at low frequencies and how to make use of it.

(Which all reminds me to remind you: If you have any other special ham repair problems you want covered in this department, it takes a letter to let me know.)
adding incremental tuning to your transceiver

This simple varactor-controlled circuit can be added to any transceiver to provide the operating benefits of incremental tuning.

There you are, sitting on 14040 kHz with your transceiver humming. You’re waiting for a call from VU2IN, along with six-dozen other guys in the pileup. He’s working them 2-kHz down from his transmitting frequency, and your dial hand has muscle fatigue from cranking back and forth – move down 2, give him a quick call, back up 2, listen... down again and call, etc. What you need is receiver incremental tuning; no problem with the little circuit shown here.

 incremental tuning

What you want is a system where you can set your main tuning dial and leave it; then, by using an independent control, be able to vary operating frequency slightly to either side of the main-dial setting, either while receiving only (RIT), while transmitting only (ITT), or while both transmitting and receiving (IRTT). With these added features you can check the band around your main frequency, and return to the original frequency with the snap of a switch. If you want, you can move your QSO off a busy channel without losing the original channel setting, or listen to two QSOs without touching the main tuning dial. In fact, you can do all the things only the more expensive transceivers allow for.

Let’s look at what is involved as far as including incremental tuning in your transceiver. A typical oscillator tank circuit is shown in fig. 1. After L1 and C1...
have been set for the desired frequency limits of the oscillator, capacitor C2 is used to adjust output frequency. Therefore, C2, which is connected to the main tuning dial, is used to control the receiving and transmitting frequency of the transceiver.

**incremental tuning circuits**

If you put a small variable capacitor (typically 10 pF) across the tank circuit as shown by the dotted lines in fig. 1 (C3), set this additional capacitor at half mesh, and adjust the oscillator for the proper frequency limits, the circuit would operate exactly as before, with one exception: after setting the main tuning dial, the operating frequency could be varied slightly to either side of the main dial setting with C3. When C3 was returned to the half-mesh position, the operating frequency would be restored to the main-dial setting.

However, although this is a simple way of obtaining incremental tuning, it is impractical. The same job can be done much more conveniently with a variable-capacitance diode or varactor. The varactor diode is essentially a variable capacitor that is controlled by a dc voltage instead of a rotating mechanical shaft. The capacitance range of these diodes, when operated over their rated voltage range, can be greater than 100 pF. If a 100-pF varactor was installed across the oscillator tank circuit, the result would be the same as an extra bandset capacitor. However, the effect on frequency change would be far too great.

This small problem can be solved by placing the varactor in series with a small trimmer capacitor as shown in fig. 2. The trimmer capacitor is then used to control the amount of effect diode capacitance has on oscillator frequency. If you use a 10-pF trimmer, and a 200-pF varactor, the maximum capacitance added to the tank circuit can be no greater than 10 pF.

**transceiver modification**

To incorporate incremental tuning in your own transceiver, locate the bandspread and bandset tuning capacitors. Then install the varactor diode, trimmer capacitor and rf choke as shown in fig. 2. Make sure the new components are mechanically rigid — you don’t want to add instability to your transceiver’s output frequency.

When soldering the diode into the circuit, protect it with heat sinks on the leads. Also, when installing the diode, make sure the anode of the varactor is grounded; the device must be reverse biased to operate correctly. The cathode end of the diode is usually marked with a white ring.

When all the components have been installed and checked, adjust the varactor bias voltage slightly more negative than the center of the recommended operating voltage range. This will lower the oscil-
lator frequency slightly, so you must adjust the bandset capacitor to re-establish main dial calibration. Do not touch the oscillator coil.

change of frequency with rotation; use a high-quality potentiometer to eliminate problems with noise and frequency instability.

The varactor's change of capacitance with voltage is not a linear function, so the "mid-point voltage" must be on the low side of the diode's voltage range mid-point, i.e., 4 volts for a zero to 10-volt varactor. Also, since the mid-point voltage of the varactor is used as a reference level for re-calibrating your main tuning dial, the bias source should be zener regulated as shown in fig. 3. This is especially important, because any change in transceiver operating voltages will effect the output frequency.

The complete incremental-tuning circuit, with all regulation and control circuits, is shown in fig. 3. This is the circuit for a 5.0 to 5.5 MHz solid-state oscillator that I used to test this incremental tuning scheme. The potentiometer in the circuit should be a linear type to provide a linear alignment.

Vary the varactor bias voltage across its full range and see how much frequency variation you get. A total of 10 kHz is ideal. If you get too much variation, decrease the series trimmer capacitance; if you don't have enough variation, increase trimmer capacitance. Each time you change the trimmer setting you must reset main-dial calibration with the bandset capacitor.

By alternately adjusting the trimmer and bandset capacitors, you can obtain the amount of incremental tuning you want, while retaining main-dial calibration. A digital frequency counter makes this adjustment very easy, but a BC-221 or external calibrated vfo will work as well.

ham radio
Here's The Mobile FM AFTERBURNER

Delivers 50 Watts of Punch on 2 Meter FM

The Varitronics PA-50A is a completely solid state Class C RF amplifier designed specifically for use in mobile amateur FM applications. Internal RF switching makes the PA-50A useable with any amateur FM transceiver with 10 watts* output. Balanced emitter devices are employed which are completely insensitive to high VSWR or even no load conditions at its output. This handsome and ruggedly built amplifier is styled like the IC-2F transceiver, features a calibrated output meter and is supplied with mobile mounting bracket and DC cord. For the big signal on FM, try it!

**SPECIFICATIONS**

*Drive Requirements . . . 12 Watts Maximum 5 Watts Minimum
RF Output ............ 50 Watts - Less with lower drive or input voltage
Power Requirements . . . 13.5 VDC@5Amps
Impedance ............ 50 Ohms In/Out
Frequency ............. Any Portion of Amateur 2 Meter Band
Spurious Products ...... 50DB Down
Dimensions ............ 6" X 7" X 2"

Manufactured by Varitronics . . . still the leaders in quality amateur FM equipment.

See it at your dealers.

**VARITRONICS INCORPORATED**

2321 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE • PHOENIX, ARIZONA
measurement of electrolytic capacitors

Recently I had occasion to measure the value of an electrolytic capacitor. Since test equipment was not available, I devised a simple method using a resistor, a voltmeter and a stop watch. The capacitor was connected as shown in fig. 1.

The switch should remain closed for several minutes before making the measurement. This permits the electrolytic to form and stabilize. This is particularly important if the capacitor has been out of use for a long time. Resistor R1 is included in the circuit to limit the initial surge in charging current; its value can be on the order of 1000 to 5000 ohms.

When the switch is closed, read the voltmeter. Make a note of this reading (VB). Now, mark the voltmeter at half this reading. This can be done by simply laying a strip of paper over the voltmeter scale at the 0.5VB point. With a stop watch or watch with a sweep second hand, starting with the instant the switch is opened, measure the time required for the voltage to drop to the 0.5VB point. Resistor R2 should be adjusted to produce a discharge time in excess of 30 seconds; this increases accuracy since it permits easier timing.

fig. 1. Circuit for determining capacitance of electrolytic capacitors. After measuring discharge time as discussed in text, capacitance can be found from nomograph in fig. 2.

The value of the capacitor can be calculated from the following equation

$$C = 1.44 \left(\frac{t}{R}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $t$ is in seconds, $R$ in megohms, and $C$ in microfarads (see fig. 2). The value of $R$ in eq. 1 is the parallel equivalent of $R_2$ and $R_M$, the internal resistance of the meter (eq. 2).

$$R = \frac{R_2 R_M}{R_2 + R_M}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

The resistance of a voltmeter is usually given in terms of “ohms per volt.” If, for example, your voltmeter is rated at 20,000 ohms per volt, when set on the 100-volt scale $R_M$ is 2 megohms (100
volts x 20,000 ohms = 2 megohms). Since R2 may be on the order of 1 megohm, voltmeter resistance cannot be neglected if you want accurate results.

Although this method of measuring capacitance can be used with any type of capacitor, on small-value units it's difficult to measure discharge time accurately enough to obtain meaningful results.

Edwin L. Clark, W2NA

blower maintenance

Many items of electronic equipment have blowers that move air across heat-generating components. The squirrel-cage blower seems to be popular in transmitters and transceivers, probably because these blowers are relatively quiet. Over a period of time, however, dirt builds up on the impeller in squirrel-cage blowers. Blower efficiency can gradually deteriorate without your being aware of it if dirt is allowed to accumulate. The result can be disastrous, especially if the blower is used to cool high-power transmitting tubes.

One remedy is to inspect the blower periodically and remove the impeller to give it a good cleaning. This usually involves considerable work, especially if the blower is located in an inaccessible place. Here's an effective preventive maintenance measure that not only keeps dirt buildup to a minimum, but eliminates the chore of removing the blower impeller for cleaning.

The intake port for the blower on my transceiver, a National NCX1000, is on the rear of the cabinet and flush with the vertical surface of the rear wall. After several hours of operation, I noticed that the blower impeller vanes were loaded with dirt. I used an old toothbrush to remove most of the grime, but it was necessary to remove the impeller from the blower to do a good cleaning job.

The answer to the problem consisted of a filter made from a piece of polyurethane foam about ¼-inch thick, which I cut to cover the blower intake port. Poly foam is available at retail sources that supply material for do-it-yourself furniture makers. It's used for filling seat cushions, and is available in several thicknesses. I secured the filter over the blower intake port with masking tape so it could be removed easily for cleaning.

Some types of poly foam have a more dense structure than others, so it's a good idea to test the filter before taping it into place. If the blower speed decreases appreciably, the foam is either too dense or too thick. A little experimentation will produce the right combination for effective filtering consistent with maximum blower efficiency.

I checked my blower and filter after about 90 hours of operation. The outside of the filter was coated with a rather thick deposit of dirt, but the impeller and blower housing were spotless. It was a simple job to remove the foam filter and wash it in warm water and detergent. The entire operation took about ten minutes, and the filter can be used indefinitely.

Alf Wilson, W6NI
binding 1970 issues of ham radio

Many readers make their copies of ham radio into a bound volume each year. They will perhaps be surprised to note that the January and February 1970 issues are a little larger (8 1/2 x 9 1/2 inches) than from March 1970 on (6-1/8 x 9-1/8 inches).

Fortunately, there is no real problem. The actual printed portion of each page was left unchanged when the page size was reduced. The borders were merely narrowed. Thus, it is an easy matter to have a local printer retrim the two early issues to the new size and proceed with the binding.

The publishers of ham radio will be doing the same with the 1970 bound volumes which they produce.

Skip Tenney, W1NLB

improved power supply

Miniaturized power supplies for small-signal solid-state devices often present special problems, including heat reduction and adequate filtering within a limited space.

If an indicator light is necessary, an incandescent lamp across a secondary winding may be detrimental to the available rectified power output since the filament often dissipates a sizeable percentage of a small transformer's output. A 1/25-watt NE-2 neon indicator across the transformer primary will reduce heat as well as providing additional power for the load.

When a filter reactor or resistor is used in a conventional filter, both negative and positive excursions of the ripple voltage at the first capacitor are transferred to a degree to the second filter capacitor, and hence, to the load. Filtering may be improved by replacing the filter reactor or resistor with a garden variety power diode, D1, as shown in fig. 3. In this application D1 performs a gating function, allowing only the positive ripple components to reach C2, resulting in smoother filtering. If a heat-producing series resistor is replaced with the diode, cooler supply operation will result, although ripple will increase slightly.

Also shown in fig. 3 is a simple method for supplying both + and − voltages from one transformer. This arrangement is useful for powering operational amplifiers, cascode circuits and digital devices requiring both polarities.

Gene Brizendine, W4ATE

grid dipping transmission lines

Most amateurs are familiar with the many uses of the grid-dip oscillator. If a gdo is coupled to a tuned circuit made of lumped constants (fig. 4A), the meter will show a dip at resonance. Similarly, a gdo coupled to a circuit composed of distributed constants, such as a half-wave antenna (fig. 4B) or a half-wave section of transmission line (fig. 4C), the meter will dip at the resonant frequency of the antenna or transmission line.

The lowest frequency at which the gdo gives an indication of resonance is at a
half-wavelength in the case of a Hertz or dipole antenna. When grid-dipping transmission lines, a propagation-velocity factor must be used. This factor is 0.82 for typical TV twinlead and 0.66 for commonly used coax cable (figs. 4C and 4D).

When grid-dipping antennas or sections of transmission lines, either of two methods may be used. The usual method is to determine the lowest frequency of resonance. If this isn't possible, you can grid-dip the line at several frequencies; i.e., at 4, 8, 12, and 16 MHz. A halfwave antenna has a “harmonic family” of resonances, roughly speaking, so you can expect similar behavior from a similar section of transmission line.

coiled transmission lines

Some hams roll up sections of transmission line for compactness. This is where problems can occur. It’s practicable to coil sections of coaxial cable, but this procedure isn’t recommended for balances lines, such as twinlead.

I experienced some frustrating results with a gdo coupled to coiled twinlead. Normal response was obtained when the twinlead was unrolled from the spool; but with the twinlead rolled up, gdo response was baffling. I obtained a series of minor and major dips, none of which seemed to produce a sensible pattern. When uncoiled, the twinlead behaved in normal fashion.

This anomaly may help to explain some rather odd reactions by those who have used twinlead for matching sections and, when coiling the line, have run into strange and unexpected results.

Neil Johnson, W2OLU

blower-to-chassis adapter

In many large rf power amplifiers it’s not practical to mount the blower directly on the chassis — because of either size or noise. The setup shown in fig. 5 allows the blower to be remotely located. A small tin can with both ends removed is soldered to a piece of printed-circuit board. The printed-circuit board is then mounted to the amplifier chassis with sheet-metal screws. A length of flexible hose is run from the blower to the adapter. The hose can be secured with a hose clamp or tape.

Bruce Clark, K6JYO

fig. 5. Low-cost blower-to-chassis adapter for high-power amplifiers. Use automobile hose clamp.
A new family of high-Q varactors for amateur radio applications has been announced by the Eastron Corporation. These new varactors offer performance characteristics suitable for operation from lower i-f frequencies up to 450 MHz. Typical uses include automatic frequency control, transceiver incremental tuning, remote control and simplified frequency modulation. These varactors are particularly useful for replacing complex mechanical tuning in compact electronic gear.

Prices range from $1.50 to $6.50 in small quantities. Application notes and data sheets are available from the manufacturer. Write to Eastron Corporation, 25 Locust Street, Haverhill, Massachusetts 01830, or use check-off on page 94.

---

national receiver

National Radio Company's new HRO-600 communications receiver is a high-performance, solid-state receiving system which permits a heretofore unattainable flexibility. The systems concept allows a user to custom-tailor a receiving system to his specific needs at the lowest cost consistent with his requirements. The HRO-600 receiving system consists of a main frame, choice of three frequency control plug-ins, and a large selection of useful accessories.

The main frame contains all receiver signal path circuits from antenna inputs through line and speaker audio outputs. These circuits include an antenna attenuator, slot filter assemblies, frequency converters, i-f amplifiers, i-f filters, a-m and product detectors, and audio amplifiers. It also includes a frequency synthesizer for first mixer injection, a beat-frequency oscillator, and a 115-230 volt 47-420 Hz power supply.

When the main frame is augmented by one of the frequency-control plugins, the receiver is capable of operating at any frequency between 10 kHz and 30 MHz in the following reception modes: a-m, cw, ssb, fsk and fax. Fsk operation also requires an accessory plug-in fsk converter or external audio equipment. Fax reception requires external audio equipment.

Other accessories available for the NRCI HRO-600 include a noise blanker, diversity combiner, remote-control system, dc power supply, vlf/mf/hf preselector, and independent sideband adapter.

For more information on this new receiver, write to National Radio Company, Inc., 111 Washington Street, Melrose, Massachusetts 02176, or use check-off on page 94.
hallicrafter fm
two-way radios

The Hallicrafters Company has announced two new two-way fm radios that cover the amateur two-meter band as well as the 150-MHz business band; total frequency coverage is from 132 to 174 MHz.

The Porta-Command PC-210 is a ten-watt unit which, when combined with quick-change accessories, permits the operator to switch from portable to under-the-dash mobile or base-station operation. Output is from two to ten watts, selectable; hum and noise level is -50 dB minimum; spurious outputs are down 53 dB at 10 watts (46 dB at two watts); power supply voltage is 12 volts dc nominal. The receiver in the PC-210 is a crystal-controlled dual-conversion superhet that features sensitivity of 0.5 μV for 20-dB quieting; spurious and image response is -65 dB minimum; audio output is 1 watt into an 8-ohm speaker. Accessories include battery pack, continuous-tone squelch, ac power tray, battery charger, and back-pack or shoulder carrying case.

The Porta-Command PC-230 is a 30-watt solid-state radio that weighs only five pounds and takes up less than 250 cubic inches of space. The unit provides up to 12 channels across 1 MHz with no power loss and is instantly adaptable with accessories to mobile, base-station or manpack operation. Power output of the PC-230 is 30 watts; current drain is less than 15 mA on standby, 5.5 amps on transmit; designed for continuous transmit, 100% duty cycle; 132 to 174 MHz frequency coverage. The receiver features sensitivity of less than 0.5 μV for 20-dB quieting; hum and noise are better than 50 dB down from rated output. Accessories include ac power tray, continuous-tone squelch, mobile mounting rack and various antennas.

Illustrated brochures that describe each of these fm sets are available from The Hallicrafters Company, FM 2-Way Department, PR, 600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008, or use check-off on page 94.

WHAT'S NEW
in FM?

The new
Clegg 22'er FM, Model 25
60 Watt Input
110V A.C. and 12V D.C.
9 Channel xmit capability
Tunable receiver
from 145.9 - 148.2 mhz
30khz dial calibrations
UNLIMITED COMBINATIONS !!!
Only $384.95

Also, the new
"Standard" SR-C806MA
12 Channel capability
2 power output levels
10 Watt and .8 Watt
Supplied with 4 channels
.35 uv. sensitivity or less
for 20 db quieting
2 Watt audio output
Only $335.00
Send for specifications sheet.

WHERE?

COMMUNICATIONS WORLD, INC.
Tom KBMMM — "J. D." K8UHX
4788 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109
(216) 398-6363

THE MIDWEST'S NEWEST
COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
HAM — BUSINESS VHF MARINE AND CO
OHIO'S ONLY STOCKING CLEG
AND STANDARD FM DEALER

We ship all prepaid orders immediately
free anywhere in the Continental U.S.A.
FOR THE MAN WHO TAKES CW SERIOUSLY.

model KB-1 • $265 net

FOR YOU. ONLY THE BEST WILL DO.
YOUR TRAFFIC, YOUR QSO’S MUST BE
PERFECT. THIS IS THE KEYER WHICH WILL
DO IT FOR YOU. PERFECT LETTERS AND SPACES.
ALL AUTOMATICALLY. 12-72 WPM. KEYS POSITIVE OR
NEGATIVE LOADS. BUILT-IN MONITOR OSC/AMP FOR
SPEAKER. WEIGHT CONTROL TO SUIT YOUR PREFERENCE.
ONE-YEAR PICKERING WARRANTY.

READ THE QST WRITEUP ON THE KB-1 IN THE AUGUST,
1970 ISSUE. THEN SEND FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED BRO-
CHURE ON THE KB-1.

TO ORDER, SEE YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT DEALER,
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM FACTORY. YOU MAY USE
YOUR MASTERCHARGE OR BANKAMERICARD. SIMPLY
GIVE US YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER.

YOUR CW SENDING DESERVES THE BEST
ORDER YOUR KB-1 NOW!

ALL SOLID-STATE
SSB TRANSCEIVER —

$195.00 . .

- Complete single-band SSB transceiver 4 to 5
  watts PEP output 15, 20, 40, or 75 mtrs.
- VXO tuning up to 100 KHz or 2 fixed freq.
- Suitable for dry battery operation.
- Light weight, small size makes excellent
  portable - boat, aircraft, field or mobile.
- Contains 15 transistors, 1 MOSFET, 2 darlin-
ton amps., 1 I.C. and 17 diodes. Four-pole
  filter.
- Some options available to customer require-
ments.
- Furnished with spare switching and final amp.
  transistors, dummy load and extra plug.

JUSTIN, INC.
2663 NORTH LEE AVENUE
SOUTH EL MONTE, CALIF. 91733

WIRED AND TESTED
INTERDIGITAL
PRE-AMPLIFIERS

by CADCO

Factory wired and aligned 6, 2 and
1-1/4 meter state of the art ultra low
noise Interdigital Pre-amplifiers and
filters - as featured this month in HAM
RADIO!

INTERDIGITAL PRE-AMPLIFIERS
50 MHz Model IPA-50 ............... $29.00*
144 MHz Model IPA-144 ........... $29.00*
220 MHz Model IPA-220 ........... $29.00*

INTERDIGITAL BANDPASS FILTERS
50 MHz IS-BPF-50 ............... $19.00*
144 MHz Model IS-BPF-144 ....... $19.00*
220 MHz Model IS-BPF-220 ....... $19.00*

* Plus $0.50 postage

Allow 3 weeks for receipt of order

BOB’S DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS
720 N. Hudson, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73102

(405) 232-1384
AN OUTSTANDING INSTRUMENT

TUNE UP WITH AN APOLLO

DUMMY LOAD

WATTMETER only $129.95

The newly designed Apollo is sensibly priced for the maximum number of hams — not outrageously beyond their reach. It is an invaluable instrument for tune up or testing of all amateur and low powered RF devices through to 200 MHz. Scaled 10/100/300 and 1000 watts at 52 ohms, the Apollo is unique in that a solid dielectric heat sink is used instead of the pesky liquid variety. Moreover, the large easy to read meter is zener protected in case you apply high power to a low power range. The load itself is rated 350 watts in dry air, is made of non-inductive Carborundum and when packaged in the Apollo can take up to 2KW on a ICAS basis. Additional protection is provided with a thermostatically controlled warning light adjusted to operate when the internal temperature reaches 175°F.

Additionally, this device enables a direct percentage of modulation readout on the 10 watt scale (for low powered transmitters).

One more fact, the Apollo load is flat through 40 MHz and usable with ±10% error up through 200 MHz. With full instructions and carrying handle on top it measures overall 11-5/8 x 5” wide by 7-3/4 in height inclusive of rubber feet.

Save money, know where you are at, and what power you are putting out. Tune up by means of the Apollo Dummy Load only $129.95 FOB Harvard.

HERBERT W. GORDON COMPANY
HELPING HAMS TO HELP THEMSELVES
Woodchuck Hill Road, Harvard, Mass. 01451

PHONE: 617 456 3546
CRYSTAL FILTERS
By KVG of WEST GERMANY

High performance 9 and 10.7 MHz crystal filters for SSB, FM, AM and CW application. Small size (1-27/64” x 1-3/64” x 3/4”) perfectly suited for miniaturized solid-state equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Type</th>
<th>XF-9A</th>
<th>XF-9B</th>
<th>XF-9C</th>
<th>XF-9D</th>
<th>XF-9E</th>
<th>XF-9M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>SSB-Transmit.</td>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>FM</td>
<td>CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Filter Crystals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (6dB down)</td>
<td>2.5 kHz</td>
<td>2.4 kHz</td>
<td>3.75 kHz</td>
<td>5.0 kHz</td>
<td>12.0 kHz</td>
<td>0.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion Loss</td>
<td>&lt;3 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3.5 dB</td>
<td>&lt;3 dB</td>
<td>&lt;5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-Output</td>
<td>Z1 500 Ω</td>
<td>500 Ω</td>
<td>500 Ω</td>
<td>500 Ω</td>
<td>1200 Ω</td>
<td>500 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination</td>
<td>C1 30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
<td>30 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape Factor</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.7</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 1.8</td>
<td>(6:60 dB) 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop Band Attenuation</td>
<td>&gt;45 dB</td>
<td>&gt;100 dB</td>
<td>&gt;100 dB</td>
<td>&gt;100 dB</td>
<td>&gt;90 dB</td>
<td>&gt;90 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
<td>$30.25</td>
<td>$32.45</td>
<td>$32.45</td>
<td>$32.45</td>
<td>$23.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matching HC-25/U crystals: 8998.5 (USB), 8999.0 (BFO), 9000.0 (carrier), 9001.5 (LSB). $2.75 each.

10.7 MHz filters with bandwidth: 14 kHz, 16 kHz (for 5 kHz freq. dev. FM), 32 kHz, 38 kHz (for 15 kHz freq. dev. FM) $10.25 each.
9 MHz crystal discriminators for max. freq. dev. of 15.1 and 8 kHz: $17.95 each.
10.7 MHz crystal discriminators for max. freq. dev. of 10 and 20 kHz: $15.95 each.

SPECTRUM
INTERNATIONAL
BOX 87C TOPSFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS 01983

GEM-QUAD FIBRE – CLASS ANTENNA FOR 10, 15, and 20 METERS.

| Two Elements | $87.00 |
| Extra Elements | $50.00 ea. |

Submit Payment with Order
Shipped Freight collect.
Price includes
Canadian Federal Sales Tax
or U.S. Customs Duty.

KIT COMPLETE WITH
• SPIDER
• ARMS
• WIRE
• BALUN KIT
• BOOM WHERE NEEDED

SEE OUR FULL PAGE IN MAY ISSUE

Buy two elements now – a third and fourth may be added later with little effort.
Enjoy optimum forward gain on DX, with a maximum back to front ratio and excellent side discrimination.
Get a maximum structural strength with low weight, using our “Tridetic” arms.

MANITOBA DESIGN INSTITUTE
AWARD WINNER

Canadian Patent No. 784506
U.S. Patent No. 3522315
20 Burnett Avenue, Winnipeg 16, Manitoba, Canada

Digital Frequency Meter

- Monitors your “transmitted” signal
- Measures kHz and MHz
- Operates with any exciter-transmitter (1 to 600 watts — up to 30 MHz)
- Large-bright “Nixie” display
- Now - 100 Hz (.1 kHz) Readout through 35 MHz

FM-6 Kit . . . . $139.50

Micro-Z Co.
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274
NEW!
SECOND EDITION
Long considered "THE" book on Quads
this latest edition has

New — Revised gain figures for Quads
New — Delta Quad, Swiss Quad, Birdcage Quad
New — Analysis of Quad vs. Yagi — which is best?
New — Miniature Quad construction and performance
New — Monster Quads — power gains up to 14!
New — Correct dimensions for single and multiband Quads, 6 thru 80 meters
New — Improved Tri-Gamma match feeds triband Quad efficiently with one line
PLUS . . . The exhaustive detail which made the 1st edition so popular.

Listen to these famous DX’ers

KH61J: "A storehouse of valuable new information. W6SAI Quads land that Sunday punch in a pile-up."
W6AM: "A tremendous help to new and old alike. Packed with useful, accurate data."
VS6AZ: "a must for every DX-minded ham! Makes Quad building and adjustment easy."

Still only $3.95 Postpaid

4th EDITION — Just released

For many years the "Bestseller" on beam antennas, this handbook covers all areas of the subject, both theory and practice. This new fourth edition has been updated to insure that the reader has the very latest information available.

It includes many special features such as:
- Correct dimensions — 6 thru 40 meters
- Are 40 meter compact beams worth the effort?
- Exclusive 25 year bibliography of important beam antenna articles

Whether you plan to build or buy — DX or rag chew — you need this book.

What Famous DX-er’s Say:

W4BPD: "I've listened to W6SAI beams from all over the world and they work. The Beam Antenna Handbook is my bible."
5Z4ERR: "Vital for DX-er's who want results."
W9IOP: "Top beam performance separates the men from the boys in pile-ups. This book tells you how to achieve it."
W4KFC: "The most Borrowed publication on my bookshelf!"

Only $4.95 Postpaid

Order from

B O O K S
BOX 592
AMHERST, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03031
MODEL LA 150

Gain (2 Meters) .................................... 3db
Gain (6 Meters) ..................................... Unity
VSWR (At resonance) ................................. 1.5:1
Maximum Power .................................... 100 Watts
Nominal Impedance ................................. 52 ohms
Overall Length ..................................... 55 in.

L.A. Electronix Sales
"Home of L. A. Amateur Radio"
23044 CRENSHAW BLVD., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505

FOREIGN HAMS

DO YOU NEED AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS?

Send us a list of your needs and we will give you a quotation on any standard American parts which you may require.

No longer need you avoid construction projects in Ham Radio or any other U. S. amateur publication because of hard to find parts. We'll find them and send them to you.

Send 4 IRC's for catalog.

HAL DEVICES

BOX 365 HF
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 U.S.A.

AT LAST

a SPEECH COMPRESSOR that REALLY WORKS

- LOW DISTORTION CIRCUIT
- 5:10 DB IMPROVEMENT IN TALK POWER
- FULLY WIRED & TESTED NOT A KIT
- SEVERAL MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
- WORKS WITH PHONE PATCH
- Quality construction includes Silicon transistors, FETs
- Glass circuit boards
- FULL WARRANTY—ONE YEAR
- Performance second to none
- INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICES —
  $22.50 to $34.95
  (Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

Write for specifications and information sheets (free)

Demonstration Tape cassette available
($2.00 deposit)

P Electronics

BOX 1201H
CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 61820

HAL DEVICES
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
FAIRCHILD - PHILCO - RCA
YOU NEED IT - WE HAVE IT!
RTL or TTL LOGIC

UL 900 Buffer 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 914 Gate 80¢ 10/5.50
UL 923 JK Flip-flop $1.50 10/8.50
MC 790P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 890P Dual JK Flip-flop $2.00 10/18.95
MC 789P Hex Inverter
MC 724P Quad 2 Input Gate $1.00 ea. 10/9.25
MC 799P Dual Buffer

MC 780P Decade $3.00
MC 767P Quad Latch 3.00
MC 9760P Decade 5.00
ONE EACH OF 3 ABOVE $10.50

7400 Quad 2 Input NAND Gate 75¢ 10/6.95
7404 Hex Inverter 85¢ 10/7.95
7441A Decimal Decoder/Driver $4.23 10/39.95
7473 Dual JK Flip-flop $1.60 10/14.95
7475 Quad Latch $2.30 10/21.50
7490 Decade Counter $2.70 10/25.50
709 Op Amp $1.75 10/16.50
741 Op Amp $3.10 10/29.95
CA 3035 Linear Amplifier $2.25 10/21.95
14 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 25¢ 10/2.25
16 Pin Dual Inline socket terminals 30¢ 10/2.75

NEW NATIONAL Long Life Nixie tubes NL 940S 0-9 with two decimal points $4.50 ea. 10/42.95

SOCKET for NL 940S 50¢ each
100 KC CRYSTAL NEW $3.95
88 MH TOROIDS 10/3.00

R & R ELECTRONICS
311 EAST SOUTH ST.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
46225

$5.00 minimum order. FOB Indianapolis

the all "NEW"
CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR FROM

- 100 - 50 - 25 KC MARKERS
- ZERO BEAT TO WWV
- USES NEW 100 KC CRYSTALS (included in all units)
- GLASS EPOXY BOARDS
- VERY COMPACT
  2" x 3" x ½"
- 3.5 V. OPERATION

$12.95 KIT with 100 KC CRYSTAL

Wired and zeroed to WWV $15.95

ARN-30 108-135 mc tunable receivers. High frequency version of the famous command receivers. Listen to local airport frequency or convert to 2 meters. Like New with schematic and operating instructions. 12 lbs. $19.95

Western Union facsimile machines, send and receive pictures and memos. Works on 115 v 60 cycles. Shipped with auto-start, auto-phase pos-to-pos, conversion instructions. 20 lbs. $19.95

Telfax paper 2¢ each 1000 for $12.95
WATCH FOR NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE... FOR A FULL LINE OF DYCOM 2 METER MINI-AMPLIFIERS & ANTENNAS

... The FMer's First Choice...

THE BEST 2 METER CONVERTER

Model 407
$42.95

144-146 MHz in. 28-30 MHz out
or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal available for $5.95 each

A full description of this converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of thousands of satisfied users) that it's the best. The reason is simple - we use three RCA dual gate MOSFETs, one bipolar, and 3 diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can't wait? Then send us a postal money order for $42.95 and we'll rush the 407 out to you.

NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

NEED CRYSTALS?

We can supply crystals from 2kHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS

Color TV crystal (3579, 545KHz) wire leads $1.60 4 for $5.00
100 KHz frequency standard crystal (HC 13/U) 4.50
1000 KHz frequency standard (HC6/U) 4.50
Any CB crystal, trans. or rec. (except synthesizer crystals) 2.50
Any amateur band crystal in FT-243 holders (except 80-160 meters) 1.50 4 for $5.00
80 meter crystals in FT-243 holders 2.50

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CR11/AR, FT243, FT241, MC7, HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc. Send 10c for our 1970 catalog with oscillator circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in stock for immediate delivery. (Add 10c per crystal to above prices for shipment 1st class mail, 15c each for airmail.)

Special Quantity Prices to Jobbers and Dealers.

ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to
2400H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901
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Mobile 2 Meter FM Transceiver

Here is what the 2 meter, FM Ham World has been asking for.

Specifications: 90 day warranty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECIIVER</th>
<th>TRANSMITTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The HR-2 receiver is a double conversion, superheterodyne with highly selective ceramic filter.</td>
<td>The HR-2 transmitter uses phase modulation for the ultimate in carrier stability. Built in SWR load mismatch circuitry provides protection against open and shorted antenna conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range 144-148 MHz</td>
<td>Frequency Range 144-148 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity 0.35 mV (nom.) 20DB Quieting</td>
<td>Power Output 10 Watts (min.) @ 13.6 VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectivity 6DB Down ± 16KC</td>
<td>Modulation Phase Modulation with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Output (3-4 Ohm Speaker) 3 Watts 10% Distortion</td>
<td>automatic deviation limiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels 6 Crystal controlled with provision for adding an additional 6 channels</td>
<td>Deviation Automatic Limiting with internal adjustments from 0-15KC deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.F. Frequencies 10.7 MHz &amp; 455KHz</td>
<td>Microphone Plug-in, hand held, high Z ceramic supplied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Channels 6 Crystal controlled with individual trimmer capacitors for Frequency netting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GENERAL

Power Requirements 13.6 Volts (nominal)  
Receive (Squelched) 180 MA.  
Receive (Max. audio output) 800 MA.  
Transmit 2.5 Amps (max.)

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Built-in 4” Speaker  
Mobile Mounting Bracket  
SO-239 Antenna Connector Socket  
T & R Crystals for 146.94 MHz  
PTT Ceramic Mike

only $229.00 Amateur Net

ELECTRONICS, INC.  
7900 Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226
New advanced 4-band, Communication receiver.
For a beginner's price.

The new Ten-Tec RX10 receives 80-40-20-15 meter amateur bands. Dual gate MOSFET direct conversion mixer converts signal directly to audio. Provides inherent immunity to images and "birdies." Selectivity is 2 KHz at 6 db for reception of SSB and CW. Stability—less than 100 Hz drift. Built-in oscillator for code practice or side tone monitor. Powered by 115 V AC or 12 V DC. Write for complete information, Dept. W.

BUY FROM DISTRIBUTOR

FRF TEN-TEC, INC.
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862

D.P. TRIPLE THROW HEAVY DUTY R.F. SWITCH.
2 KW. Ceramic insul. Silver plated contacts

$6.95

4 SECTION 4 POLE MULTI-POSITION SWITCH.
Ceramic insul. Silver plated contacts

$9.95

1000 WATT IN LINE WATT METER.
1000 Watts continuous. 2-30 Megahertz. Dummy Load Position. 3 scales: 0-100, 0-100.0, 0-1000 Watts, VSWR Function. 50 Ohm impedance. This 1000 Watt wattmeter absorbs negligible power; continuously monitors radiated power. A two-way load switch permits rapid change from dummy load to antenna, or between two antennas.

NEW.

Only $39.95

DUMMY LOAD 50 OHM: 100 Watts Continuous. 1250 Watts with FAN COOLING. Frequency: 0-100 Mhz; VSWR: 0.092 at 10 MHz, 0.098 at 100 Mhz. The new improved 52 ohm dummy load provides an accurate, easy way to measure R.F. power. While nominally rated at 100W continuous, the unit may be operated for periods of time at power levels up to 1250W with fan cooling.

NEW.

Sale $19.95

CASH PAID...FAST! For your used TUBES, Semiconductors, RECEIVERS, VAC. VARIABLES, Test Equipment, ETC. Fair dealings since 1938. Write or call now! Barry, W2LNI. We buy factory termination and from individuals.

We ship all over the World. DX Hams only. See Barry, for the new Alpha 70. (See front inside cover of this magazine.)

Send 35¢ for 104 page catalog #20.

BARRY ELECTRONICS
DEPT. H-1
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012

WE PAY HIGHEST PRICES FOR ELECTRON TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS

H & L ASSOCIATES
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK
ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206
(201) 351-4200
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THE NOVICE newsletter. Free sample, 1240 21st Street, Hermosa Beach, California 90254.

GREENE — center of dipole insulator with ... also the GREENE HASHON FL-20 antenna from ... GREENE, Box 423, Wakefield, R. I. 02880.

SWAPFEST National Guard Armory, St. George, S.C., Sunday, February 7, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Talk-in 3950 SSB - 146.94 FM. "Hoss trading". Displays, Prizes. Bring all your gear for sale. Please let us know in advance how many to seat, number of tables, etc. Write Chamber of Commerce, P. O. Box 31, St. George, S.C. 29477 or call W4DTW, 803-563-4377.

826 TUBES wanted for cash, C. Hutnian, 308 Hickory Street, Kearny, N. J. 07032.

"DON AND BOB" guaranteed new buys. Monarch KW SWR Relative power dimulator bridge, was 15.95, now 14.95. Hyquag TH6DXX 139.00: Hyquag 104.00; Mosley Classic 36 134.00; Ham-M-A 99.00; TR-44 59.95: Regency HR2 2M. FM freq. 229.00 $195.00; Motorola HP1700 epoxy diode 2.5A/1000 PV 39e; Ampex 8802/3-500Z 32.00: 6146B 4.45; 6LQ6 3.50; writing for full information, write: EE clearly printed and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio can not check out each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue. Deadline is 15th of second preceding month.

SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.

"HOSS TRADER ED MOODY" says he will not be undersold on Cash Deals! SHOP around for your best price and then call or write the "HOSS" before you buy! NEW EQUIPMENT: New Demo Galaxy GT-550 with warranty, $389.00: New Swan 270B Cygnet, $399.00 freight prepaid: New Swan 500CX, $449.00 freight prepaid with Free Electro Voice Microphone: New Rohn 50 Ft. Foldover Tower prepaid, $213.00: New Mosley Classic 33 and Demo Ham-M Rotor. $205. RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT: Drake TR-4 (late serial), $519.00: RA-XE $365.00: R-4B, $349.00: Ham-M Rotor, $79.00. No reasonable offer on new equipment refused! Try ME! Moody Electronics Co., P. O. Box 506, Dewitt, Arkansas 72042. Phone (501) 946-2820.

SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Ave., Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.

THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 24, 1971 at Wampler's Dayton Harra Arena. Technical sessions, exhibits, hidden transmitter hunt and an interesting program for the XYL. For information write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

MICHIGAN — 26,000 square ft. for the Blossomland Amateur Radio Association 4th annual auction and Swap-Shop at Shadowland Ballroom, St. Joseph-Benton Harbor, Mich. Sunday, March 29th 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Hot dogs, snacks to your own selling? Rent one of our swap tables. If that fails let our skilled auctioneer put your gear on the block. Direct inquiries to B.A.R.A., Box 175, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085.

HEATH SB-310 receiver, mint, professionally aligned, deluxe $235.00, W9DVT, 335 North Elmwood Lane, Palatine, Illinois 60067.

TELETEX $28 RXH4 reperforator-transmitter "as is" $100; checked out $175. Includes two 3-speed gearshifts, Alltronics-Howard Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101. 617-742-0048.

THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 24, 1971 at Wampler's Dayton Harra Arena. Technical sessions, exhibits, hidden transmitter hunt and an interesting program for the XYL. For information write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

MICHIGAN — 26,000 square ft. for the Blossomland Amateur Radio Association 4th annual auction and Swap-Shop at Shadowland Ballroom, St. Joseph-Benton Harbor, Mich. Sunday, March 29th 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Hot dogs, snacks to your own selling? Rent one of our swap tables. If that fails let our skilled auctioneer put your gear on the block. Direct inquiries to B.A.R.A., Box 175, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085.

HEATH SB-310 receiver, mint, professionally aligned, deluxe $235.00, W9DVT, 335 North Elmwood Lane, Palatine, Illinois 60067.

TELETEX $28 RXH4 reperforator-transmitter "as is" $100; checked out $175. Includes two 3-speed gearshifts, Alltronics-Howard Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101. 617-742-0048.

THE NOVICE newsletter. Free sample, 1240 21st Street, Hermosa Beach, California 90254.

GREENE — center of dipole insulator with ... or without balun ... also the GREENE HASHON FL-20 antenna from ... GREENE, Box 423, Wakefield, R. I. 02880.

SWAPFEST National Guard Armory, St. George, S.C., Sunday, February 7, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Talk-in 3950 SSB - 146.94 FM. "Hoss trading". Displays, Prizes. Bring all your gear for sale. Please let us know in advance how many to seat, number of tables, etc. Write Chamber of Commerce, P. O. Box 31, St. George, S.C. 29477 or call W4DTW, 803-563-4377.

826 TUBES wanted for cash, C. Hutnian, 308 Hickory Street, Kearny, N. J. 07032.

"DON AND BOB" guaranteed new buys. Monarch KW SWR Relative power dimulator bridge, was 15.95, now 14.95. Hyquag TH6DXX 139.00: Hyquag 104.00; Mosley Classic 36 134.00; Ham-M-A 99.00; TR-44 59.95: Regency HR2 2M. FM freq. 229.00 $195.00; Motorola HP1700 epoxy diode 2.5A/1000 PV 39e; Ampex 8802/3-500Z 32.00: 6146B 4.45; 6LQ6 3.50; writing for full information, write: EE clearly printed and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio can not check out each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue. Deadline is 15th of second preceding month.

SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048.

"HOSS TRADER ED MOODY" says he will not be undersold on Cash Deals! SHOP around for your best price and then call or write the "HOSS" before you buy! NEW EQUIPMENT: New Demo Galaxy GT-550 with warranty, $389.00: New Swan 270B Cygnet, $399.00 freight prepaid: New Swan 500CX, $449.00 freight prepaid with Free Electro Voice Microphone: New Rohn 50 Ft. Foldover Tower prepaid, $213.00: New Mosley Classic 33 and Demo Ham-M Rotor, $205. RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT: Drake TR-4 (late serial), $519.00: RA-XE $365.00: R-4B, $349.00: Ham-M Rotor, $79.00. No reasonable offer on new equipment refused! Try ME! Moody Electronics Co., P. O. Box 506, Dewitt, Arkansas 72042. Phone (501) 946-2820.

SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Ave., Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.

THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY DAYTON HAMVENTION will be held on April 24, 1971 at Wampler's Dayton Harra Arena. Technical sessions, exhibits, hidden transmitter hunt and an interesting program for the XYL. For information write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. H, Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

MICHIGAN — 26,000 square ft. for the Blossomland Amateur Radio Association 4th annual auction and Swap-Shop at Shadowland Ballroom, St. Joseph-Benton Harbor, Mich. Sunday, March 29th 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Hot dogs, snacks to your own selling? Rent one of our swap tables. If that fails let our skilled auctioneer put your gear on the block. Direct inquiries to B.A.R.A., Box 175, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085.

HEATH SB-310 receiver, mint, professionally aligned, deluxe $235.00, W9DVT, 335 North Elmwood Lane, Palatine, Illinois 60067.

TELETEX $28 RXH4 reperforator-transmitter "as is" $100; checked out $175. Includes two 3-speed gearshifts, Alltronics-Howard Co., Box 19, Boston, Mass. 02101. 617-742-0048.
**BOOKS**

**TRY QRP**

"SOLID-STATE QRP PROJECTS"
by Ed. Noll W3FQJ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FET Rigs</th>
<th>Xtal &amp; VFO</th>
<th>1/2, 1, 2, 10 Watts</th>
<th>PRICE $4.25 ($5.00 Foreign) 128 Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIPOLAR Rigs</td>
<td>CW &amp; AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC Rigs</td>
<td>DSB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QRPP Rigs</td>
<td>Antennas</td>
<td>And more</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRY A TRIANGLE**

"73 VERTICAL, BEAM AND TRIANGLE ANTENNAS"
by Ed. Noll W3FQJ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/4 &amp; 3/4 Verticals</th>
<th>Low-Band Triangles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phased Verticals</td>
<td>Triangle &amp; Parasitic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phased Horizontals</td>
<td>Turnstile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogi's</td>
<td>Double Triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quads</td>
<td>Three-Band Triangle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRICE $4.95 ($5.95 Foreign) 160 Pages

**QRP FET'S**

TWO 1.8W POWER FET'S
For Experimental Use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Osc. &amp; Amp</th>
<th>Push-Pull Xtal Osc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PRICE $10.75 (Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax)

**PARTS**

FOR 40M TRIANGLE

MATERIALS AND COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS TO BUILD A 40-METER TRIANGLE

Builds a Single Triangle, Triangle and Parasitic, Turnstile, or Double Triangle (does not include mast or line).

PRICE $12.75 (Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax)

**TIFFLE ANTENNAS**

BOX 276 • WARRINGTON, PA. 18976

**COMPONENTS**

**SLIDE SWITCHES**

Beautiful American made UL Approved DPDT Slide Switches 3 Amp rating. Your choice Red or Black. 20¢ ea. 6 for $1.00 ppd USA

| Assorted Quartz Crystals | 100 for $5.75 ppd USA |
| Texas Instrument 1N914 Silicon diodes | 16 for $1.00 |
| Western Electric 1500 mfd. | 25 volt Electrolytic Capacitor. Axial leads 2 for $1.00 ppd |
| 1N4007 1000 V PIV 1 A Silicon diode | 28¢ ea ppd |
| 500 MFD @ 50 Volt Electrolytic capacitors | 40¢ ea ppd |
| General Purpose Germanium diodes similar 1N34A | 25 for $1.00 100 for $3.00 1000 for $20.00 ppd |
| .001 @ 2 KV Disc Ceramics | 20 for $1.00 ppd |
| 2N3055 NPN Silicon Power Transistors | $1.50 ea 3 for $4.00 |
| 50 V PIV Top-Hat diodes | 33 for $1.00 ppd |
| 3000 MFD @ 16V Electrolytic 2 for $1.00 ppd |
| 3ACP11A CRT Tubes New Boxed | $4.90 ea ppd |
| Assorted Carbon Resistors | 100 for $3.00 ppd |
| STAMP FOR LIST OF OTHER BARGAINS |
| All items ppd USA |

M. WEINSCHENKER K3DPJ
BOX 353 • IRWIN, Pa. 15642

**USED TEST EQUIPMENT**

All checked and operating unless otherwise noted, FOB Monroe. Money back (less shipping) if not satisfied.

| Beckman 5500-100kHz counter-timer | 125 |
| Boonton 202D-175-250MHz sig gen | 325 |
| Boonton 107E-Type Universal for sig gen | 110 |
| GR736 A-Wave analyzer | 249 |
| GR821A Twin-T Imp. bridge | 235 |
| GR1603A A-Y bridge | 174 |
| Gertsch FM3/PS3 20-1000MHz freq mtr | 275 |
| HP120AR-200kHz scope | 135 |
| HP175A-500MHz frequency main frame only | 450 |
| HP5248-10mHz freq counter | 495 |
| HP525A-10-100MHz plug-in for above | 155 |
| HP525B-100-220mHz plug-in for above | 125 |
| HP525C-100-500mHz plug-in for above | 225 |
| HP526B-Time interval plug-in for above | 65 |
| HP608A-10-500mHz stand sig gen | 400 |
| Meas 65B-75kHz-30mHz sig gen | 325 |
| Meas 82-20Hz-200kHz, 80kHz-50mHz stand sig gen | 275 |
| NE Eng 14-20C-10mHz freq counter (as is less time standard) | 180 |
| NE Eng 14-20C-complete, checked | 295 |
| NE Eng 14-21C-10-10mHz conv for abv | 114 |
| NE Eng 14-22C-100-220mHz conv for abv | 135 |
| NE Eng 14-24C-Time interval conv for abv 65 |
| Tektronix 105-Square wave gen | 115 |
| Tektronix 513D-20MHz scope | 275 |
| Tektronix 517A-H-speed scope | 545 |
| URM25-10kHz-50mHz stand sig gen | 295 |
| USM24C-8MHz time base scope | 125 |
| USM50-22mHz time base scope | 145 |
| USM105A-Mil version HP160 scope w/dual trace plug-in | 550 |
| 2M-11-Capacitance bridge | 80 |

(Send SASE for complete list)

GRAY Electronics
P. O. Box 941 Monroe, Mi 48161
Specializing in used test equipment

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94

ORIGINAL EZ-IN DOUBLE HOLDERS display 20 color cards in plastic pockets for $1.00, 10 for $3.00 prepaid. Guaranteed. Free sample to dealers. Tepabco, John K4NMT, Box 198, Gallatin, Tenn. 37066.

FOR SALE: Squires-Sanders SS1R, SS1RS, SS1S (all new), $550. HRO500, $850. 75S3B #85399, $550. KWMA2 #18922, Noise Blanker, 516F2, $350. 75S1, 32S1, 516F2, $600. MP1, $150; 351D2, $100. 312B4: new, $175: used, $135. 30L1 #27529, $400. SR160, P150DC, $195; P500AC (for SR400/#53500, $75. SR150, P150AC, $275. 312B5, $275. SW500C, 117XC, mobile mount, $475. Galaxy 300, PSA300, $165. Waters Nuverter, $100. Viking Thunderbolt, $255. C. E. 110V, $235. Water Hybrid Coupler, #3002, $40. Model 80 Signal Generator, $125. Motorola 80D, complete, $75. Capacitors, 4mfld/10KV, $15. Variac: 0-140V/20amps, $25. Simpson #260 (factory-reconditioned), $45. Telex headset (new), $5. Lafayette HA750, HB502, mike. Squalo, $100. FA33 (new), $120. Filters FA36/60 (for 75S1/30-3/33), $90. FA44 (new), $60. Lambda VR supplies, write for details, $25. Messenger III, AC supply, $100. Transformers: 115/280VCT @ 500 Ma, $15. 115/5VCT @ 30 amp. $8: UTC S49, $15; UTC S57, $4; UTC S60, $9; S63, $7. General Radio 1800A VTVM, $75. Millivac M-BC DC VTVM, $36. Ferris Microtester, Model 20-A1, $50. Collins 3023C wattmeter, $75. Waters Codax Keyer (as is), $25. HA1, Vibrodeyer, $75. James W. Craig, W1FBC, 29 Sherburne Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H. 03801.

FLYING HAMS: Trade your excess gear for Avionics Equipment. All lines available in the box or installed in your aircraft. All fully warranted. Interested in all lab test equipment, ham or military type gear. Powell Avionics, FAA Repair Station #711-I, Box 106, Fayetteville, N. C. 28302. 919-484-0236, nite 483-9426.

SP600XJ. "super pro" receiver, 54-54 mc guaranteed $175. Curt Powell, WAS5PB/4, R. R. D. 2, Box 267, Rocky Mount, N. C. 27801.

ASK FOR FREE LIST of used Ham gear or for prompt personal attention on any new gear. Mail your order direct to VanSickle Radio, 9WkJF, Indianapolis, Indiana 46205, 40 years experience.

CODE PRACTICE TAPES - Novice - General - Extra Class - Specify - $8.00 each. 9W9CJ, 1105 Schaumburg Road, Schaumburg, Illinois.


MOTOROLA FM - 2 meters: U43GTT, 40 watts output, transistor supply, very clean, with cables and control head, less crystals - $145.00 M80D Transmitter strip - $15.00. Sension A Receiver - $20.00. Complete 80D, Dynamotor supply with cables and head - $40.00. WA1INO, P. O. Box 587, Manchester, Conn. 06040.

ROTARY QSL FILE MODEL CB-8-H

Displays and protects QSL's in clear plastic pockets (3½" x 5½") included for 160 cards, holds up to 500 cards. Refills available. Rotates on base and a turn of knob brings new cards into view. Cards held securely without glue or mounting.

PRICE: $8.00 pod. U.S.A. Illinois residents add 5% Sales Tax

M-B PRODUCTS & SALES
1917 N. Lowell Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60639

U.S.A. Coin Guide

Show the value of over 1400 United States coins. Only $1.00.

BELLS COIN SHOP
Box 276
Tolleson, Arizona 85353

A HANDSOME PAIR MATCHING BOUND VOLUMES and BINDERS FOR YOUR HAM RADIO COLLECTION

Binders $3.95
1969 & 1970 Bound Volumes each $14.95

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048
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CIRCUIT
BOARDS in 10 Minutes

with
just a pair
of scissors

try Cir-kit

PRESSURE SENSITIVE COPPER FOIL
TAPE and SHEET

• No Chemicals — No Mess
• No Layout Restrictions
• Full Instructions
• Simple Circuit Changes
• Flexible — Conforms to any surface shape
• Use for Crossovers — Either insulate with Teflon or Mylar or use other side of board.

A revolutionary new material for the construction of experimental and prototype "printed" circuit boards.

Cir-Kit is high purity .002" copper protected by lacquer and coated with an exclusive heat resistant pressure sensitive self adhesive. Just remove backing paper and place in selected position. Press down firmly. If modifications are necessary just rip it up and start over.

Cir-Kit can be used for modifying existing boards or building up new ones. The perfect answer for small quantity applications or one of a kind amateur projects.

5 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide . $60
100 feet 1/16" or 1/8" wide . $7.95
Sheets 6" x 12" — $2.50 each
or 5 for $7.95

Order Now

Cir-kit

Dealer Inquiries Invited
BOX 592
AMHERST, N. H. 03031

The World's Most Versatile Circuit Building System

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
THE WORLD WIDE VHF ACTIVITY starts March 6 at 1900 GMT, ends March 8 at 0300 GMT. BASIC RULES: Any amateur bands above 30 MHz. Exchange call letters, and area location. (State for US stations, Provinces for Canada, Country for all others.) One point per contact regardless of band. Final score will be different area locations worked times total points. An area location worked on a new band for that location will count as a new area location. A recognition certificate will be awarded every ham station submitting a log that has met one of the following requirements: 50 contacts on any legal VHF band below 144 MHz. OR 25 contacts on the 144 MHz band. OR 20 contacts in the combined bands of operation above 144 MHz. ALL CONTACTS MUST BE MADE DURING THE ACTIVITY PERIOD. SEPARATE AWARDS for high score will be awarded in each call area, Canadian Province or country. (Multiop separate.) Logs go to the Itchycop Park VHF ARS, W33NUL, P. O. Box 1062, Hagerstown, Md. 21740. Mailing deadline is APRIL 1, 1971. All automatic awards made in category one will be processed within 3 weeks of April 1 if the valid applicant encloses a 66 U.S. stamp or IRC to defray postage costs. All other awards will be mailed out, but precedence goes to those stations helping us with postage. W33NUL.

DON'T BUY QSL CARDS from anyone until you see my free samples. Fast service. Economical prices. Little Print Shop, Box 9848, Austin, Texas 78797.

TOLEDO MOBILE RADIO Association's 16th Annual Hamfest and Auction will be held February 21, 1971, Lucas County Recreation Center, Maumee, Ohio. Hours 11/1/2 AM to 5:00 PM. Advance $1.50, Advance $1.00. Bidder cards, and info write: TMRA W8HNF, Box 273, Toledo, Ohio 43601.


WANTED: RTTY activity on six meters. Any local amateurs on 6-meter RTTY lease contact Bill Waggoner, 49 Roosevelt Blvd., Enfield, Conn. 06820.

BOOKS: Don't miss our ad on pages 48 and 49. COMMERCIAL contacts write for special discounts. 1. SCIENTIFIC/EDUCATIONAL.

NEW G & G CATALOG! MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 PAGES, crammed with Gov't Surplus Electronic Gear - the biggest Bargain Buys in America! It will pay you to take a copy - Refunded with your first order.

SEND 25¢

BC-645 TRANSCEIVER 15 tubes, 435 to 500 Mc. Easily adapted for 2 way voice or code on Ham, Mobile, Television Experimental, and Citizen's Bands, With tubes, less power supply in factory coupon, BRAND NEW.... $16.95

TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 2-666, 717 RECIIVER has 11 tubes: 2-955, 4-71V, 2-766, 3-717 RECEIVER I.F.: 40 Magazines SIZE: 10-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 4-1/2", Shpg wt 25 lbs.

SPECIAL PACKAGE OFFER: BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories, including mounting, UHF Antenna Assemblies, control box, complete set of connectors and plugs.

Brand New... $26.95

HEADSET

Low Impedance, With large chamois ear cushions, 4-ft. cord and plug, Reg. $12.50. OUR SPECIAL PRICE... $2.95

High Impedance adapter for above......... 69¢

SCR-274-N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET HQ!

Freq. Type

Complete with Tubes

Exc. Line

Brand

NEW

Hdwr.

Receipt

$12.95

$23.50

$52.70

RC-465, 465 Mc $14.95

$17.95

$52.70

RC-455, 455 Mc $19.95

$23.95

$52.70

RC-454, 454 Mc $25.95

$33.95

$52.70

RC-445, 445 Mc $35.95

$43.95

$52.70

TRANSMITTERS. Complete with Tubes

RC-465, 465 Mc $12.95

$23.50

$52.70

RC-455, 455 Mc $19.95

$23.95

$52.70

RC-454, 454 Mc $25.95

$33.95

$52.70

RC-445, 445 Mc $35.95

$43.95

$52.70

TRIMMS 20% Deposit with order, balance C.O.D., or Remittance in full. Minimum order $5.00. F.O.B., NYC. Subject to prior sale and price change.

G & G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY

45-47 Warren St. (2nd Fl) New York, N.Y. 10007 Ph. 212-267-4605

GET YOUR NEW ISSUES NOW!

Over 285,000 QTHs in the U.S. edition $8.50

Over 165,000 QTHs in the DX edition $6.50

NEW EDITION EVERY MARCH 1 - SEPT. 1 JUNE 1 - DEC. 1

Radio Amateur

callbook

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE!

RADIO AMATEUR
callbook INC.

Dept. E 925 Sherwood Drive Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

These valuable EXTRA features included in both editions:

QLS Managers Around the World!

Census of Radio Amateurs throughout the world!

Radio Amateurs' License Class!

World Prefix Map!

International Radio Amateur Prefixes

Plus much more!

See your favorite dealer or order direct (add $25 for mailing in U.S., Possessions & Canada. Elsewhere add $30.)

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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Here is your ticket . . .

to the finest magazine in amateur radio today

- more exciting ideas
- more new construction projects
- more help with your technical problems
- more interesting

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, NH 03048

PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION

☐ ONE YEAR ............ $6.00
☐ THREE YEARS .......... $12.00

Name ...........................................
Address ........................................
City .............................................. State ............... Zip ...............
VARIABLE CAPACITORS-STOCKS REPLENISHED

Lucky find. — Quantities very limited.

EFJ #512-504, dual, split stator, 37 to 305 pf/sec. 7 KV, 175μ spacing. Dual 1/4" shafts. 5/8” w. x 5/8” h. x 16" L. 1. + 2 1/4" for shafts. Has 401 right angle gear drive. 9 lbs.

4 for $31.00; each $8.00

JOHNSON type R and HAMMARLUND type M

All with dual 1/4" shafts.
E #100R36, 7 to 100 pf. 2 KV. 1/4" w. x 1/4" h. x 1 1/2" L. 1. + 2 1/4" for shafts. 4 for $5.50; each $1.50
E #149-5, 7 to 102 pf. 1 KV. 1 lb.
4 for $4.25; each $1.10
E #149-6, 8 to 140 pf. 1 KV. 1 lb.
4 for $4.75; each $1.25
H #111-8, 5 to 30 pf. 2 KV. 1 lb.
4 for $4.25; each $1.10
H #MC50M, 6 to 50 pf. 1 KV. 1 lb.
4 for $4.25; each $1.10
5 to 20 pf. 3 plate. 1 KV. 1 lb.
4 for $3.00; each 79¢

Dual, split stator, 5 to 27 pf/sec. 3 KV.
4 for $6.50; each $1.75
Dual, split stator, 7 to 50 pf/sec. 2 KV. 2 lbs.
4 for $8.25; each $2.25

CARDWELL, #56-7832, 35 to 1017 pf. 3/4 KV. 3/4" single shaft. 6" x 3/4" x 3/4" x 10 lbs.
4 for $28.00; each $7.50
C 10 to 75 pf. 3 KV. single 3/4" shaft. micalex insulation.
4 for $8.50; each $2.25
C 10 to 85 pf. 3 KV. single 1/4" shaft. 2 lbs.
4 for $8.50; each $2.25
5 gang, 402 pf/sec. 600V. total 2010 pf. terminal for output side of pinout. Will handle 1 KV, to 160 meters, without inductance. 3 lbs. 3/4" shaft.
each $3.00 as above, but take-out, good, clean, with rt. angle worm gear drive.
each $2.50

JOHNSON sub-miniature APC. All with single, 3/16" slotted shaft, threaded.
#160-130, 3 to 32 pf.; #160-211, butterfly, 2.7 to 10.8 pf.; #160-308, differential 2.3 to 14.2 dB
CHOICE, mix or match: $10.80; 4/$3.25; each 89¢
BC453B, 140 to 550 KC, command receiver, with 3, 85 KC IF, with variable coupling. Complete with all tubes and internal parts. 12 lbs. BRAND NEW.
each $15.50

All prices are NET, FOB store. Chicago. PLEASE include sufficient for postage. Any excess returned with order. All items subject to prior sale. Send S.A.S.E. for flyer.

B C Electronics

Mailing Address: c/o BEN COHN, 1249 W. ROSEDALE AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626

... Phones...
312-334-4463, no answer please call 312-784-4426
5696 North Ridge Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60626

... Hours...
Wednesday 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM to 2:30 PM
Other Times, Strictly by Previous Appointment Only

AMPRESS

Solid State Speech Processor

up to 2 "S" units signal gain
WITHOUT A LINEAR ! ! !

MODEL CCA-1
$29.95

optional model CCA-1R operates on rechargeable cells or 115V a.c.
line current $39.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

C. E. COX COMPANY
Electronic Specialties Division
2415 S. Broadway, Santa Ana, CA 92707
Phone: (714) 540-2444

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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Hi-Sensitivity Wide-Band AM/FM RCVR
38-1000 MHz: AN/ALR-5 consists of brand new Tuner/Converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc., used, checked OK & grd. main rcvr R-444 modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. Packed with each tuner is the factory checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 38.3 mhz, 0.9 at 133 mhz, 5 at 538 mhz, 4% at 778 mhz, 7 at 1 ghz.
With book & pwr-input plug, all for $275.00

30 mHz Panadapter for the above................. $97.50
R-390/URR Rcvr: Collins xtl-zero-beating, driftless rcvr, grd 100% perfect, w/book & pwr-input plug, all for $795.00

PP-106/U: Metered. Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A, or 12.6 v 2½A or 28 v 2½ A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Shpg. wt. 50 lbs. $129.50

BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM-(*): Freq. Meter .125-20 MHz, .01%, CW or AM, with serial-matched calib. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. $57.50

Same less calib. book. $12.50

TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz .001% ............... $169.50
A.R.C. R22: 540-1600 kHz rcvr, same size & shape as the popular and well-known Command rcvrs like the BC453, R23/ARC5, etc. No calib. dial but we furnish spline knob with graph of turns vs freq., and all tech data, connections, etc. $17.95

A.R.C. R32: Same as above except 108-132 MHz with Squelch ckt, very hot. W/data & graph $12.95

Our warehouses are bursting with good OSCILLOSCOPES, Digital Counters, Aeronautical Test Sets, Audio Test Sets, Oscillators, VTVM's, Precision Meters, Pulse Generators, Signal Generators, Differential Voltmeters, Regulated Power Supplies, Ham Receivers, Wattmeters, Line-Voltage Regulators, etc. etc. We can't possibly begin to list every thing in these ads. We have separate Catalogs for each Category of Equipment . . . so please ask for your needs by the type of equipment you need! Thanks!

WE ALSO BUY! WHAT DO YOU HAVE?

R. E. GOODHEART CO. INC.
Box 1220-HR, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90213
Phone: Area Code 213, Office 272-5707

WORLD QSL BUREAU
PLAN 1: WE FORWARD YOUR QSL'S (PLEASE ARRANGE ALPHABETICALLY) TO ANY PLACE IN THE WORLD, INCLUDING ALL FOREIGN COUNTRIES, AND TO OR WITHIN USA, CANADA, AND MEXICO. FOR 4½ EACH.

PLAN 2: YOU USE OUR SPECIAL LOG FORM AND SEND US A COPY WE SUPPLY QSL — MAKE OUT QSL — DELIVER QSL. ALL FOR $1.00 EACH.

5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

ANNOUNCING A NEW DIGITAL KEYER
Featuring squeeze keying, dot-dash memories, transistor and relay output, variable pitch keying monitor with built in spike regulated power supply 8 I.C. 2 transistors, 5 diodes, handsome cabinet and a warranty that is unequaled. Logic board and power supply monitor board can be purchased separately. Send for brochure.

BAKER & WINNAY
420 Maplewood Ave., Springfield, Pa. 19064

VARACTORS and VVC'S
for Amateur Radio Service in Voltage Controlled Oscillators, AFC, remote tuning, variable filters . . . try the NEW WAY TO TUNE:
write for data sheets
EASTRON CORP.
25 Locust St., Haverhill, MA 01831

A New Magazine?
Not really. New in the U.S.A. perhaps, but very well known in Great Britain and now being offered to you here.

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR is almost exclusively construction material. Clearly written, concise articles give you full details on:
- Audio Construction Projects
- Receiver Construction Projects
- Transmitter Construction Projects
- Test Equipment Projects
- Radio Control Projects
... and much more

Try a subscription to this interesting magazine, we are sure that you will not be disappointed.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION — $6.00

Write
RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
Greenville, N. H. 03048

Name
Address
City State Zip

92 february 1971
See your DEALER for DRAKE products

MONARCH SWR AND POWER METER

Reads output and reflected power simultaneously. May be left in line up to 2000 watts. Low insertion loss. Size 5x2 x 2. Good to 175 MHz.

PRICE $14.95 Insured Postage & Handling $1.50

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY
1508 McKinney — HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002
(713) 224-2668

MOTOROLA TRANSISTOR MARKED, BRAND NEW, DIP PACKAGE. 1-25 at 50c; 25-100 at 40c; 100-up at 30c each. May be assorted.

5930 Expandable dual 4 input NAND/NOR gate
5931 JK/RS FLIP FLOP
5932 Dual 4 input expandable buffer
5933 Dual 4 input expander
5944 Dual 4 input expandable power gate
5962 Triple 3 input NAND/NOR gate

SCHMITZ CORP. DTL DIP PACKAGE
On boards - You remve 'em 40 ea. 4.00/doz.
ST616A Dual 4 input expandable gate
ST620A JK flip flop
ST629A RS/T Binary element
ST631A Quad 2 input expander
ST659A Dual 4 input buffer/driver
ST670A Triple 3 input gate
ST680A Quad 2 input gate

CA3008 RCA OP AMP MOTOROLA DUAL IN LINE IC'S

Factory marked, new.

MC725P Dual 4 input gate $1.00
MC799P Dual JK flip flop $1.50
MC792P Triple 3 input gate $1.00
MC799F Dual buffer $1.00
MC826P JK flip flop $1.00
MOTOROLA TRANSISTORS FACTORY MARKED JAN 2N3007A 1 Watt 60 volt 175mc 3/$1.00
2N2218A 3 Watt 40 volt 250mc 2/$1.00

7400 SERIES IC GRAB BAG
Pack of assorted dual inline 10 each unmarked, untested. Schematics included. Pkg. 10 IC's $1
IC SOCKET FOR DUAL INLINE 50c

Add Postage. New Catalog now out.

MESHNA, PO Box 62, E. Lynn, MA 01904
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Repair by mail.

Except for driver and finals, the Yaesu FT-101 is all solid state. Ten FET's, 3 IC's, 31 silicon transistors and 38 silicon diodes do the job—solidly. Most of these components are found on computer-type plug-in modules. Should one of them ever give you trouble, just send us the module. We'll send you a factory-new replacement by return mail.

But with the FT-101, you can expect everything but trouble. Like a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, built-in power supplies right in the package. You supply the 12 or 117 volts plus an antenna and you're air-ready.

For in-motion operation, a noise blanker is essential. We didn't forget to include it in the FT-101. It picks out noise spikes and leaves you with nothing but clean, crisp signal copy.

Though plug-in modules mean quick, convenient repair, we don't really expect to hear from FT-101 owners. Unless it's on the air. Maybe that's why we unconditionally guarantee it for a year. The FT-101 — only $499.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

□ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
□ Enclosed find $____________________

Please send model(s) ________________________

Name __________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State __________ Zip

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
Now you don't have to pay twice the price to get twice the rig.

Picture this pair in your shack. The Yaesu FLdx 400 transmitter and the FRdx 400 receiver. Loaded with power. Loaded with sensitivity. Loaded with features. Loaded with value. Read on, and discover how you can have the most up-to-date receiver-transmitter rig in the world... and at an unbelievably low price.

The FRdx 400 Receiver
Get a big ear on the world with complete amateur band coverage from 160 meters through 2 meters, including WWV and CB reception. Four mechanical filters do it—they provide CW, SSB, AM and FM selectivity. Separate AM-SSB-FM detectors are included, along with squelch and transmit monitor controls. Plus a noise limiter and a variable delay AGC. And a built-in notch filter with front panel adjust for notch depth.

The FRdx includes calibration markers at 100 KHz and 25 KHz, with accurate calibrator checks verified by WWV. A solid-state FET VFO for unshakable stability. And a direct-reading 1 KHz dial affords frequency read-out to less than 200 Hertz.

The FRdx 400 sells for $359.95.

The FLdx 400 Transmitter
Here's how to set yourself up with dual receive, transceive or split VFO operation. The FLdx 400 with its companion receiver brings you the ultimate in operational flexibility. Flexibility like frequency spotting, VOX, break-in CW, SSB, AM and even an optional FSK circuit.

The completely self-contained FLdx 400 features a built-in power supply, fully adjustable VOX, a mechanical SSB filter, metered ALC, IC and PO. A completely solid-state FET VFO provides rock-solid frequency stability.

We rate the FLdx 400 very conservatively. That rating guarantees you 240 W PEP input SSB, 120 W CW and 75 W AM. The FSK option will go all day at a continuous 75 W. And you get full frequency coverage on all amateur bands—80 meters through 10 meters—with an optional provision for certain other bands that you can personally specify. For all that, you pay just $299.95.

FL2000 B Linear Amplifier.
Ideal companion to the Series 400, this hand-crafted linear is another example of Yaesu's unbeatable combination of high quality and low cost. Designed to operate at 1500 watts PEP SSB and 1000 watts CW, this unit provides superb regulation—achieved by a filter system with 28 UF effective capacity.

Other features include dual cooling fans (one for each tube), individual tuned input coils on each band for maximum efficiency and low distortion, and a final amplifier of the grounded grid type using two rugged carbon-plate 572 B tubes. Ready to operate at only $299.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

☐ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
☐ Enclosed find $ 

Please send model(s) ______________________

Name _______________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip __

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.
The Yaesu FTdx 560 Transceiver. 560 watts PEP SSB. 500 watts CW. $450 complete. All you add is mike, speaker and antenna.

Incredible.

At $450 the Yaesu FTdx 560 is an incredible buy. It would be impossible if it weren't for a couple of facts. One, the Yaesu is made in Japan; two, it's sold direct to you—eliminating the big dealer's profit.

These days, when you think of Japanese-built products, think of Nikon, or Sony, or Toyota. And Yaesu. Our transceivers are state-of-the-art engineered and carefully hand-assembled. They're so solid, stable and reliable we guarantee them for one year. Yaesu is quite likely the best transceiver made anywhere in the world today.

The complete Yaesu story is a long one. So we've compiled a comprehensive information packet that gives you the complete picture. Including things like comparative detail photos, a schematic, and a comparison chart that shows you the FTdx 560's superiority over rigs you're more familiar with. Once you've looked over the FTdx 560 literature we think you'll agree that the amateur operator's impossible dream has become an incredible fact.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H, 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H, Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44224 / (216) 923-4567

☐ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
☐ Enclosed find $________

Please send model(s) __________

Name_____________________________________

Address____________________________________

City_________ State_________ Zip_________

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.
EIMAC's new 8877 high-mu triode delivers over 1500 watts output at 220 MHz. (2000 watts output at 30 MHz is easy)

On your right is the new, rugged, ceramic/metal 8877 high-mu power triode by EIMAC. Another state-of-the-art tube. Only three and one-half inches high, this low-profile, heavy-duty tube has a plate dissipation rating of 1500 watts, a maximum plate voltage rating of 4000 and a maximum plate current rating of one ampere. In the HF region, typically, the 8877 coasts along at a continuous duty level of 3500 watts PEP input. A peak drive signal of only 65 watts is required. This impressive power gain is achieved with 3rd order intermodulation distortion products — 38 decibels below one tone of a two equal-tone drive signal.

This magnificent power triode is rated at full input to 250 MHz. The low impedance grid structure is terminated in a contact ring about the base of the tube, permitting very effective intrastage isolation to be achieved up to the outer frequency limit of operation. The close tolerance grid, moreover, is composed of aligned, rectangular bars to achieve maximum grid dissipation and controlled transconductance. This aligned grid, plus the EIMAC segmented, self-focusing cathode provide low grid interception and the low grid drive requirement; both of paramount importance in the VHF region. Although primarily designed for superlative linear amplifier service demanding low intermodulation distortion, the 8877's high efficiency permits effective operation as a class C power amplifier or oscillator, or as a plate modulated amplifier. The zero bias characteristic is useful for these services, as plate dissipation is held to a safe level if drive power fails, up to an anode potential of 3 kV.

The sophisticated circuit connoisseur will appreciate the many advantages of this newly developed power tube. Write for detailed information. And remember—the 8877 is another example of EIMAC's ability to provide tomorrow's power tube today. For additional information on this or other products, contact EIMAC, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Phone (415) 592-1221 (or call the nearest Varian/EIMAC Electron Tube and Device Group Sales Office.)